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Abstract:
The flux of magnetic helicity through the solar photosphere has implications in diverse areas of current
solar research, including solar dynamo modelling and coronal heating. Other researchers have
considered the flux of magnetic helicity from active regions; here, we do the same for quiet-sun
magnetic fields. We derive a theoretical expression for the helicity flux in terms of the relative motions
of separate flux elements, and the time evolution of the quadrupole moments of individual magnetic
flux elements, summing both “mutual” and “self-helicity” contributions to get the total helicity flux.
Using a tracking algorithm applied to high cadence, high resolution SOHO/MDI magnetograms, we
determine the observed rate of helicity flux in the quiet sun and compare these measurements with our
theoretical predictions. 
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ABSTRACT

The flux of magnetic helicity through the solar photosphere has implications 
in diverse areas of current solar research, including solar dynamo modelling and 
coronal heating. Other researchers have considered the flux of magnetic helicity 
from active regions; here, we do the same for quiet-sun magnetic fields. We de
rive a theoretical expression for the helicity flux in terms of the relative motions 
of separate flux elements, and the time evolution of the quadrupole moments of 
individual magnetic flux elements, summing both “mutual” and “self-helicity” con
tributions to get the total helicity flux. Using a tracking algorithm applied to high 
cadence, high resolution SOHO/MDI magnetograms, we determine the observed 
rate of helicity flux in the quiet sun and compare these measurements with our 
theoretical predictions.
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction

‘I f  it were not for its variable magnetic field, the Sun 

would have been a rather uninteresting star. ’ -  E.N. Parker'

Manifestations of Magnetic Fields in the Solar Photosphere

Observations of the Sun’s visible surface, the photosphere, demonstrate the 

presence of magnetic fields over a range of spatial scales. The magnetic fields com

posing this continuous spectrum are usually lumped into two categories: “active 

region” fields, near the large end of the spectrum, and “quiet sun” fields, near the 

small end.

Both populations are thought to be composed of sub-resolution magnetic flux 

tubes, each with a typical magnetic field strength (or magnetic flux density) |B| on 

the order of IO3 Gauss (Stenflo 1994), but the density (or. “filling factor”) of flux 

tubes in quiet-sun fields is much lower than in active-region fields. Consequently, 

average field strengths in quiet-sun fields at resolutions currently attainable are 

much lower than average field strengths in active region fields.
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In addition to differences in average field strengths, comparisons of their typ

ical sizes, spatial distributions, and temporal evolution highlight the differences 

between the two populations.

Concentrated active-region fields typically extend for tens of megameters (Mm) ' 

or more. These features are commonly referred to as sunspot fields, or sunspots. 

Typical active region fields often contain more that ~  IO21 maxwells (I Mx =  I 

Gauss -cm2) of unsigned magnetic flux, with average magnetic field strengths of the 

order of I IcG. Because the presence of strong magnetic fields over a large area can 

noticeably affect the appearance of the Sun’s visible surface, active-region fields 

are the oldest known manifestation of magnetism on the Sun: records of sunspot 

observations by Chinese observers exist as far back as A.D. 301.

Active-region fields are not always present in the photosphere, and they are 

not distributed uniformly over the surface at any time. The presence of active 

region fields oscillates with an 11-year period, known as the solar cycle, and ac

tive regions, are observed only within about 35° heliocentric latitude of the Sun’s 

equator. Bipolar active region fields have been observed “emerging” through the 

photosphere, beginning at relatively high latitudes near “solar minimum,” when 

few active region fields are present, and emerging at progressively lower latitudes 

until, at “solar maximum,” they emerge near the equator. Over an 11-year cycle, 

approximately IO24 Mx of active region flux may emerge (Parker 1984).
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The fate of active-region fields after emergence is unclear: observations have 

demonstrated that active region flux diffuses over the photosphere, and that mag

netic features associated with active region fields can erupt from the solar surface. 

And some researchers believe active region fields can also “submerge” beneath the 

photosphere. Bipolar active region fields are not randomly oriented: an imaginary 

line joining the centers of the opposite polarities would run roughly in an east-west 

direction. The western-most flux in each bipole lies in the direction of the Sun’s

rotation, and can thus be termed the “leading polarity” in each bipole. Hale’s law
)

states that the leading polarities within one hemisphere are the same, while the 

leading polarities in the different hemispheres are opposites, and, further, that the 

leading polarities flip sign every 11 years.

These and other “regular” properties of active region fields have led to a near 

consensus among solar physicists that active region fields are generated by a solar 

dynamo operating beneath the photosphere, probably near the base of the con

vection zone, at ~  .7R q . The precise workings of this dynamo are, however, not 

understood at this time.

We now contrast these properties of active region fields with the properties of 

quiet sun fields. Typical quiet sun magnetic elements contain much less flux than 

active region fields IO19 Mx) and have much weaker average field strengths, on 

the order of tens of gauss. Their smaller size prevented observations of these fields
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until the development of spectroscopic techniques over the previous century. In 

fact, only recently have high-resolution imaging techniques allowed solar physicists 

to begin characterizing the statistical properties of quiet-sun fields.

Few patterns are apparent in the spatial distribution and temporal evolution 

of quiet-sun magnetic fields. On the scale of the Sun’s surface, their spatial dis

tribution appears essentially uniform. At smaller scales, they are more common 

near the edges of sup.ergranules, the large-scale (15-30 Mm) photospheric manifes

tation of upwellings in the convection zone. Observational studies demonstrating 

variations in quiet sun magnetic fields with the solar cycle are lacking; apparently, 

quiet sun fields come and go independently of the solar cycle. Using a lower-limit 

of IO18 Mx to define a quiet-sun magnetic flux element (Lin & Rimmele [1999] 

report lower flux fields, at the smallest spatial scales and fields strengths currently 

observable), rough estimates put N  ~  IO4 on the Sun’s surface at any time (Hage- 

naar et al. 1999). Published estimates (Schrijver et al. 1997) suggest that all the 

flux in the quiet sun might be “cancelled” every ~  40 hours. If the fields replacing 

the cancelled fields are “new,” and not just re-emerging fields that emerged and 

submerged at a previous time, then ~  IO25 Mx of flux emerges in the quiet sun over 

an 11-year solar cycle, comparable to the whole-cycle active-region flux emergence 

rate.

The lack of readily discernable patterns in quiet sun fields’ spatial and temporal.
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variability have led some solar physicists to speculate that quiet sun fields are 

generated in a “surface dynamo” operating in the upper convection zone (Cattaneo 

1999). Another hypothesis is that quiet sun fields are merely the “reprocessed” 

remnants of active region fields that underwent diffusion in the turbulent flows of 

the upper convection zone.

This work concerns itself with quiet sun fields, and, in particular, the flux of 

magnetic helicity in quiet sun fields.

where B is the magnetic field, A is the magnetic vector potential, B =  V x A .  To 

be gauge-invariant, the volume of integration V  must be bounded by a “magnetic 

surface” S, on which B has no component along n, the normal to S, Le., B-fi|g =  0. 

This integral quantifies the linkages among all pairs of field lines; it is a measure 

of the topological complexity of a given magnetic field.

To build a mental concept corresponding to this rather abstract mathematical 

expression, it is helpful to consider the magnetic helicity in the special case of two

What is Magnetic Helicity?

Magnetic helicity %m  is defined as

( 1.1)
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thin magnetic flux tubes, of flux Q1 and Q2, immersed in field-free plasma. The 

vanishing divergence of the magnetic field, V -B  =  O, implies that each of these 

flux tubes forms a closed loop. We assume that field lines within each tube are 

untwisted, and, further, that flux tube I lies in a plane. In this idealized case, each 

flux tube can be envisioned as a closed loop of rope, with a sense of “direction” 

along each strand given by its magnetic field. Then, if the “ropes” are linked once, 

the integral in equation (1.1) is simple, and H m =  ±2Q1Q2. The factor of 2 arises 

because the flux tubes are “mutually linked”:, if <3>i links $ 2  once, Q2 must also 

link $ 1  once.

The sign is determined by a “right hand rule” sense of linkage. We illustrate 

this idea by introducing the related concept of crossings: from any observer’s point 

of view, two ropes that are linked will necessarily cross each other -  one rope being 

“in front of” the other -  at some points. (But ropes that cross each other are not 

necessarily linked!) Each crossing can be given a handedness: if the thumb of an 

observer’s right hand points in the direction of rope 2 where rope 2 crosses rope 

I, the crossing will be “right-handed” if the fingers of the right hand point in the 

same direction as rope I, and “left-handed” if the fingers of the right hand point 

in the opposite direction to rope I. Equivalently, crossings can be given a sign: 

a right-handed crossing is positive, while a left-handed crossing is negative. The 

linking number is the sum of all signed crossings the observer sees, divided by two.
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Figure 1.1: Two Linked Flux Tubes. In this case, the tubes have a linking number 
o f -3 and mutual helicity of - 6 $ i$ 2- Illustration courtesy of M. Berger.

If we had not assumed the field lines within each tube to be untwisted, the 

integral in equation (1.1) would also include “self” helicity contributions from the 

field-line linkages within each flux tube, in addition to the “mutual” helicity between 

the distinct flux tubes we computed above.

A drawing two flux tubes with a linking number of -3 and mutual helicity of 

— in figure 1.1 illustrates the concepts outlined here.

In many real-world situations, however, magnetic fields are not confined in flux 

tubes, and the integral in equation (1.1) in such cases can be non-trivial. But 

one property of fields that have non-zero magnetic helicity can still be intuitively 

understood: field lines in such cases have a net (as opposed to gross) global (as 

opposed to local) sense of twist.

More detailed discussions of magnetic helicity may be found in Moffatt (1978) 

and Berger & Field (1984).
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Why Study the Transport of Magnetic Helicity?

In the magnetohydrodynamic approximation (Choudhuri 1998), the time evo

lution of a magnetic field is described by the induction equation,

where 77 is the magnetic diffusivity c2/ I ttct , and a is the electric conductivity.

diffusivity vanishes. In plasmas as hot as those in the Sun, this is a very reasonable
J

approximation. Then the simplified induction equation,

implies that the magnetic field is “frozen in” to the plasma, and the topology 

of field lines is invariant. Since the magnetic helicity quantifies the topological 

linkages in a given Aeldi the helicity is invariant (dHM'/dt =  0) if the topology 

is. In fact, in magnetized plasmas which are highly conductive, but not perfectly 

so, magnetic helicity is still approximately conserved, even though other ideal 

invariants, notably field line topology, are not (Taylor 1974). Hence, even during 

episodes of magnetic reconnection, magnetic helicity is essentially not destroyed,

( 1.2)

In an ideal plasma, the conductivity is assumed infinite, meaning the magnetic

8 r = V x ( v x B ) (1.3)
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only redistributed.

Consequently, models meant to explain the evolution of solar magnetic fields 

must satisfy the constraint imposed by the approximate conservation of magnetic 

helicity. This has implications in many areas of current research in solar physics, 

including dynamo modeling, theories of coronal heating, research into flare triggers, 

the ultimate fate of active region flux, and in situ measurements of solar wind 

properties.

In the area of dynamo modelling, Boozer has pointed out in numerous papers 

(see his 1999 review) that the usual equations of a standard model for dynamos, 

called the mean-field dynamo theory, are inconsistent with the approximate con

servation of magnetic helicity. He suggests that a correct treatment of the problem 

includes a helicity flux term, V • h, where 2h is the flux of magnetic helicity via 

the small-scale flow field. He also observes that two dynamos of equal but opposite 

helicity might form one “double dynamo” in the Sun. Presumeably, whatever he

licity does not cancel in this way must be transported away from the Sun. Hence, 

a flux of helicity through the solar surface would be observed.

The flux of magnetic helicity .might be related to coronal heating processes. 

Seehafer (Seehafer 1994) has suggested that coriolis-induced kinetic helicity in the 

flow field,

(1.4)
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can impart current helicity,

H c = f  d V B - { V  x B), (1.5)

to small-scale magnetic fields which initially contained no currents, J  =  c( V x B )/d-rr 

0. Since fields with currents have more energy than current-free fields, or “poten

tial” fields (so called because V x B  =  O implies B can be written as the gradient 

of a scalar potential), the presence of current helicity implies the presence of free 

energy in the field. The presence of free energy in the field, in turn, has impli

cations for coronal heating: the well-known “magnetic carpet” model of coronal 

heating (Schrijver et al. 1998), for instance, relies upon resistive dissipation of 

these currents to heat the corona. While general relationships between current 

and magnetic helicities are not known, Berger (1993) has demonstrated a corre

lation between the buildup of magnetic helicity and energy in one study. So the 

magnetic helicity flux through photosphere might be a proxy for the flux of energy 

through the photosphere.

In addition, the propagation of helicity (as a proxy for twist) in the solar atmo

sphere might have implications for triggering eruptive flares. Canfield & Reardon 

(1998) present intriguing observations that suggest reconnection might have been 

injecting twist into a magnetic flux system that later erupted from the solar surface
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in a process that might be termed “helicity pumping.” Canfield and collaborators 

have pursued this line of inquiry by studying both twist propagation (Jibben & 

Canfield 2001) and pre-emptive reconnection (Colman & Canfield 2001) in Ho; 

data.

The presence of structure, or lack of it, in the flux of magnetic helicity at the 

photosphere might also bear on the question of the ultimate fate of active region 

flux. Observations clearly show active region magnetic fields diffusing spatially 

and weakening with time after they emerge (see, e.g., Leighton [1964] ); but this 

diffusion and weakening could arise from flux submergence or eruption, or from 

“eddy diffusivity” in turbulent plasma flows, or from anomalous resistivity at the 

molecular level, or from other processes, or from combinations of these mechanisms. 

If the flux of magnetic helicity in smaller, quiet-sun fields were found to possess 

the same well-characterized latitudinal, longitudinal, and temporal dependencies 

as active region fields, one plausible interpretation of this result would be that 

quiet sun fluxes are the remnants of decayed active region fields.

Finally, the flux of magnetic helicity in the solar wind can be compared to 

observations of magnetic helicity flux from the Sun. At the largest scale, Bieber 

et «/.(1987) have characterized the magnetic helicity in the Parker spiral, which 

they find to be largely insensitive to the distribution of magnetic fields on the 

Sun. On an intermediate scale (~ I AU), Rust & Kumar (1996) have investigated
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the expected flux of helicity in ejected flux ropes. DeVore used their results to 

estimate a whole-cycle solar wind helicity flux of IO46 Mx2, which-he asserts is in 

good agreement with in situ observations of the magnetic helicity flux near I AU 

(DeVore 2000). Regarding smaller scales, Smith’s (1999) review of in situ obser

vations of magnetic field structure in the solar wind near I AU reports minimal 

evidence for the presence of magnetic helicity, whether from solar “sources” or via 

helicity injection in the interplanetary medium between the Sun and I AU. Con

sequently, a measured non-zero flux of magnetic helicity through the Sun’s surface 

at small scales might raise interesting questions about helicity transport above the 

photosphere.

Current Research in Solar Magnetic Helicity Transport

Various authors have considered the flux of magnetic helicity from active re

gions, using both theoretical and observational techniques. DeVore (2000) con

structs models of bipolar active regions, and studies‘the injection of magnetic 

helicity through the photosphere into the corona from the shear introduced by a 

model differential rotation profile. He then extrapolates from these results to cal

culate a whole-Sun, whole-cycle flux of magnetic helicity from active regions. By 

combining the flux rope model of Burlaga et al. .(1981) with the results of Webb
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& Howard (1994), who studied the occurrence rates of and average magnetic flux 

in coronal mass ejections (CMEs), DeVore infers a rate of active-region helicity 

flux in the solar wind comparable to his theoretical rate of magnetic helicity injec

tion. Further, he asserts that his rate is consistent with the in situ measurements 

reviewed by Smith (1999).

Chae (2001) uses local correlation tracking (LCT) of magnetic features in a 

sequence of line-of-sight magnetograms of an active region to measure the helicity 

flux through the photosphere into the corona in that active region. He finds that 

the temporal evolution of the helicity flux rate is highly structured, with occasional 

excursions well above the rate predicted by DeVore (2000), and, interestingly, a 

significant oscillation in the helicity flux, in the range of IO""4 Hz.

Green (2001) and collaborators have tracked an active region over several solar 

rotations and estimated both the helicity injected by differential rotation and the 

helicity ejected by eruptions. No attempt was made to track individual features in 

their analysis.

The Present Contribution to the Study of Solar Magnetic Helicity Transport

In this work, we estimate the helicity flux from the photosphere into the corona 

arising from the evolution of quiet-sun magnetic fields. We define quiet-sun mag
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netic fields as those arising from flux elements of approximately the characteristic 

flux size 3 x IO18Mx, observed by Schrijver et al. (1997). These flux elements are 

isolated and can be approximated as point sources or sinks of magnetic flux.

' By tracking individual magnetic flux elements and .the temporal evolution of 

their structure, we can make an observational estimate of the quiet-sun helicity 

flux. The expression for the helicity flux can be written as the sum of two terms, 

the “mutual” and “self” helicity fluxes. The mutual helicity flux arises from the 

rotation of distinct flux elements about each other. The self helicity flux arises 

from the rotation of field lines in an individual flux element about each other.

The bulk of this thesis is devoted to telling the “stories” of these two helicity 

fluxes.

For comparison, we also compute theoretical values of the helicity flux. We 

assume the dominant source of systematic magnetic helicity injection is the differ

ential rotation of the photosphere, and base our predicted helicity flux solely on 

this effect. Detailed calculations are presented below.

One other possible systematic source of helicity injection, the coriolis-induced 

kinetic helicity in the turbulent photospheric flow field discussed above, has not 

previously been observed, much less thoroughly characterized. Simple scaling ar

guments, however, suggest that it plays only a minor role in the dynamics of the 

turbulent solar flow field (see Appendix A).
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In Chapter 2, we outline our theoretical approach to measuring the fluxes of 

mutual and self-helicities. In Chapter 3, we detail the procedures used to analyze 

data and calculate the helicity fluxes. In Chapter 4, we make theoretical predictions 

for the helicity flux, and in Chapter 5 we present the results of our measurements 

and compare them to our predictions. In Chapter 6, we conclude with a discussion 

of possible interpretations our results, and their implications.
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CHAPTER 2

Theory of Helicity Transport 

Relative Helicity, and Its Flux

Magnetic fields above the solar photosphere can extend below the photosphere, 

so the normal component of the magnetic field at the surface S  defined by the 

photosphere does not, in general, vanish:

. B • njs 0 . (2.1)

For this reason, the expression given in equation (1.1) for magnetic helicity,

= Jv d3x A • B , (2.2)

is not gauge-invariant. We expect that real physical systems, however, are gauge- 

invariant. Consequently, the physical interpretation of H m defined this way is 

not clear in the solar case, and in other cases where the normal component of the 

magnetic field does not vanish on the boundary surface of the volume of integration.
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In response, Berger and Field (1984) defined a guage-invariant quantity they 

termed the relative helicity of a magnetic field B and a vector potential for that 

field, A. Their method uses the difference between the helicity computed using 

B and A, and the helicity calculated using the current-free magnetic field, Bp , 

that matches (B • n)|5, the normal component of the magnetic field B on the 

boundary surface S', and Ap , a vector potential for Bp . Hence, B p and Ap are 

used as “reference” fields. Finn k  Antonsen (1985) showed that this approach is 

equivalent to defining the relative helicity as

'H-Mr = d?x (A +  A P) • (B — BP) . (2.3)

Essentially, the contribution to the total helicity from fields outside the boundary 

surface S  cancels in this expression (see also, e,g., Berger 1999).

We digress to comment on the relative helicity of non-potential fields. The “po

tential magnetic field” B p gets its name from its lack of current, J p =  V x Bp  =  0, 

which means the magnetic field can be represented using a scalar potential %, usu

ally as B p  =  —V%. Then the vanishing divergence of any magnetic field means % 

satisfies Laplace’s equation,

0 =  V • Bp =  - V 2x , (2.4)
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which has a unique solution for a given boundary condition. Any field B which 

carries a current is, therefore, “non-potential.” This fact, with the definition in 

equation (2.3), means that a given field B has a nonzero relative'helicity if and 

only.if it carries a current.

Taking the time derivative of their expression for the relative helicity, and using 

the induction equation, (1.3), Berger and Field (1984) and Berger (1984) have 

derived a “Poynting” theorem for the flux of relative helicity through a surface S,

— = 2 jf da^(A • B)v — (Ap • v)B^ • h . (2.5)

In this work, we study the flux of helicity in Cartesian geometry, taking pho

tosphere to be a plane surface S  located at z =  0. In this case, n = z, and we may 

rewrite the expression above as

_  2 ^ d a (  (A • B)vZ' -  (AP v)Bz)  . (2.6)

“advection” “braiding”

Flux of Magnetic Helicity via Advection

The “advection” term corresponds to the emergence or submergence of fields 

already containing magnetic helicity across the photosphere. Since the magnetic 

vector potential cannot be measured, it is also impossible to measure the rate of

<?
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magnetic helicity emergence directly.

Leka, et al. (1996), however, report observations of active-region magnetic 

flux, B z, emerging through the photosphere carrying vertical current, Jz. These 

newly-emerged fields therefore possess non-zero current helicity (see equation [1.5]). 

Other observations also support the subphotospheric origin of observed current 

helicity in active-region fields observed at the photosphere, e.g., those of Pevstov 

et al. (1997). While the general relation between H mr and H c  is unclear, both are, 

in practice, commonly viewed as proxies for.twist in fields. (In fact, sometimes the 

terms “magnetic helicity” and “current helicity” are used interchangeably, which is 

incorrect.) Hence, these observations have been taken to imply that active region 

fields containing nonzero magnetic helicity are advected into the corona (Chae 

2001) .

In this work, we are primarily concerned with quiet-sun magnetic fields, as op-
f

posed to active region magnetic fields. Unlike observations of active-region fields, 

observations of quiet-sun (Pevtsov & Longcope 2001) fluxes only tentatively sup

port models in which small-scale magnetic fields emerge with a systematic bias in 

helicity. Hence, we ignore the contribution to the total helicity flux arising from 

the advection term.

19
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Flux of Magnetic Helicity via Braiding

Proceeding from the analysis in the previous section, we focus solely on the 

“braiding” term in equation (2.6) from now on, assuming

For simplicity, we now drop the subscript MR\ Ti refers to the relative magnetic 

helicity unless explicity stated otherwise.

Figure 2.1: Quiet Sun Magnetic Fields in Isolated Regions. In this image of 
magnetic fields in the quiet sun, measured by SoHO-MDI, magnetic flux is seen 
only in small, isolated patches. Regions of positive magnetic flux are conventionally 
shown as white, while regions of negative magnetic flux are black.

Consider the image of line-of-sight magnetic fields at the Sun’s photosphere in

(2.7)

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
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figure 2.1, determined by inversion of the Stokes V  profile (Rees, 1987; Jenkins & 

White, 1957) in a photospheric absorption line measured by the Michelson Doppler 

Imager (MDI) on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO) in its high- 

resolution (“hi res”) mode (Scherrer et al. 1995). One can see that the magnetic 

field in this patch of quiet-sun is non-zero only in small, isolated regions. This 

means we can approximate the normal magnetic field Bz at the Sun’s surface as 

arising from N  “point-like” sources.

We define the normalized, flux-weighted average position of the Rh source (its 

magnetic “center of flux”) in the usual way,

Xj =  — ^  d2x B zx  , (2.8)

where S  is the area covered by the Rh source. Then

N  i
B z ( x ) = J 2 $ i A i ( x -  X i ) , (2.9)

7 — 1

where Ai (x -  Xi) is the distribution of flux in the Rh source, and is strongly peaked 

near Xi and zero far away.

In Coulomb guage, the vector potential for the current-free magnetic field Bp,
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evaluated on the surface, is

Ap (x ) =  Js da'Bz{^)
z x (x — x')

27t Js  ^x" y I (X -X 7)I2

=  I ]  TTI / ^ ' A i(X7- X i)/■ 7 / A / 7 x i  x (x -  x')
t=l 27r yS

=  E A g 1(X) , 
i = l

I ( X- X7)I2
( 2. 10)

where we have defined the vector potential due to the ith flux element, A p \  

Inserting these expressions into equation (2.7), we have

s - - > v ■ A P)BZ ■

r /  f \ \ / ^  \
-  - 2  L da ( v  • E  Ap ) ( E  (x -  xj) ) ■ (2.11)

"7 ^  x  i = l  J  x j = l  J

One can treat the i = j  term in the double summation separately, resulting in 

an expression for the helicity flux with “self” and “mutual” terms,

— —2 ^2  Js da(v ■ Ap^) Aj(x — Xj)

. ' “2 f ” ^

+  ( -  E  E  L  cK v • A P ) (X -  xt)

(2. 12)

“mutual”
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Theory of “Mutual Helicity” Transport

We treat the mutual helicity term in equation (2.12) first, since it is most 

easily evaluated. Since i ^  j  hy assumption in the.mutual helicity flux term, 

we are dealing with distinct fluxes, and we can approximate the flux distribution. 

functions A i with 5-functions,

AT

s z(x ) -  2 3 ^ 5(X -  Xi)-- (2.13)
i = l

Writing out the term in (2.12) using (2.10),'we have

W  = 2?
i(x

Si
2ir
Si z x (x -  Xj)
27T I(X -Xi)I2

. z x  (x — xz)
Kx - xOI2

Z x ( x  — X 1)

Kx - xOI2

(2.14)

(2.15)

Thus, the vector potential due to ith source is circumferential in this approxima

tion, as illustrated in figure 2.2.

Then the full expression for the mutual helicity becomes

^(MUT)

dt da (v - Z X
Kx -

(x -  x0)
-xOI2

5(x -  Xj)

I
TT i  j jH

(2.16)
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Figure 2.2: Circumferential Vector Potential. A point source of positive magnetic 
flux situated at the origin and its azimuthal vector potential are shown here. The 
dark lines which radiate from the origin are magnetic field lines, while the light, 
circular lines on the bottom plane are tangent lines of the vector potential evaluated 
on that surface.

is the angular velocity of the j th  flux element about the zth. Thus we can define 

the mutual helicity flux from each pair of fluxes as

where

(2.17)

(2.18)

where the factor of two arises from the double summation.

It is now obvious how the circumferential vector potential from the zth
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flux, found in equation (2.15), combined with the rotation Qlj of the jth  flux 

about the location x,- of the z'th flux, gives rise to a nonzero (v • A P) term in 

equation (2.7). Hence, a flux of magnetic helicity results from the winding of one 

flux about another.

The negative sign means that winding a pair of oppositely-signed fluxes in the 

right-hand sense leads to a positive flux of helicity, while right-handed braiding of 

two fluxes of the same sign causes a negative flux of helicity. This can be understood 

by considering the handedness of the crossings (see Chapter I) introduced in the 

cartoon models of these two processes illustrated in figure 2.3.

' Z

Figure 2.3: Sign of Mutual Helicity Flux. Winding footpoints in the right-hand 
sense can lead to a flux of positive helicity (top row) or a flux of negative helicity 
(bottom row), depending on the sign of fluxes involved in the braiding.
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Applicability to the Sun

Do fluxes wind about each other on the Sun? Yes, via the differential rotation 

of the photosphere: the angular velocity of the photospheric equator about the 

Sun’s axis of rotation exceeds the angular velocities at higher latitudes, systemat

ically winding magnetic fluxes at different latitudes about each other. Figure 2.4 

illustrates this partial winding: points initially along a single meridian of longitude 

(marked with o’s) in the Sun’s northern hemisphere are mapped (to points marked 

with x ) over one mid-latitude rotation in accordance with the differential rotation 

profile of Snodgrass (1984). To an observer x, the poleward and equator-ward x ’s 

appear to have rotated about her position in a right-hand sense, with respect to 

an outward normal vector on the Sun’s surface.

Figure 2.4: Differential Rotation Braids Footpoints. Points at different latitudes 
wind partially around each other, as illustrated in this mapping (o —> x) over one 
mid-latitude rotation. The relative rotation is in a right-hand sense with respect 
to an outward normal vector.

Other systematic properties of the flow field at the photosphere are expected 

to make significantly smaller contributions to the flux of mutual helicity, and are
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not considered in our study.

Theory of “Self Helicity” Transport .

We now attack the term in equation (2.12) representing the flux of “self helic

ity,” which will involve much more effort than analysis of the mutual helicity term

where we have employed the “point-like”-approximation used in equation (2.15)

$*A((x' — Xj), for evaluation of the integral over S.

We now analyze the ith term in the series, to generalize the result to all terms. 

Accordingly, we drop the subscript i and refer to the ith flux as simply “the flux.” 

To investigate the structure, of A(x — x). for x near x, we define a local cylin

drical polar coordinate system centered on x, viz.,

did.

Prom equation (2.12), the self helicity term is

to evaluate A p \ but kept the general form of the normal flux distribution,

5x =  (x — x) ( 2.21)
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Figure 2.5: Coordinates from Center of Flux. Cylindrical polar coordinates cen
tered at x, the magnetic center-of-flux.

r =  |5x| (2.22)

^ =  sin-1(z • (x x 5x)) . (2.23)

Assuming the velocity field is smooth near x, one can write

v(x) ~  v(x) +  M (x) • dx. , (2.24)

where M (x) is the Jacobian matrix,

Mij(X) = dvi
(2.25)

where Xi and Xj here refer to the local coordinate axes Xi = x  and x2 = y. 

Then the self helicity Iiux is given by

d # ( S E L F ) Cj)2

TT L A (x)(z x <5x) • v(x) 
|5x|2

/
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a

Writing I. in cylindrical coordinates gives

rco /■27T
/ .  =  J0 dr— Jo d!d>A(x)(cos (j)x +  sin (py) ■ (v(x) x z) . (2.27)

One can write the the magnetic flux-distribution function A(x) as an expansion 

in (r, 4>) using functions which are orthogonal in the azimuthal coordinate 4>,

I 0 0

A(x) =  A(r, <f>) = -fo{r) + Ys M r) cosM  +  9n(r) sin(n0) , (2.28)
Z n=2

where terms with n  > 0 quantify the ,distribution’s departure from axisymmetry. 

Incidentally, we note that equation (2.9) implies that A(x) has units of inverse 

area, which means f n and gn also have units of [length]-2.

From equation (2.9) we also know that the radial integral of the “zeroth-order” ' 

term in the series must be normalized. This follows from

(2.26)

J  d a  Bz (x) (2.29)

J  d a  $A (x) (2.30)

y27T ' rco
J  d(j) J  d r r A ( r , ( f ) ) . (231)
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= -$(27r) d r r f0(r)

I = re Jo d r r f0(r)

(2.32)

(2.33)

=nCD

where we have defined

jXW =  d r r -A ( r )  . (2.34)

We define analogously.

To find f n(r) for n > 0, we multiply equation (2.28) by cos(n0), and use 

equation (2.9) to integrate Bz over </> 6 [0, 27t], which gives, via the functions’ 

orthogonality,

Zl27r
®fn{r) yo d(f)cos2(n</>)

(7T$)/n(r)

fn(r) = (-%-$)

d(j)Bz(r, (p) cos(n(f)) (2.35)

d(j)Bz(r, 4>) cos(n0) (2.36)

d(j)Bz(r,4>) cos(ruf)) . (2.37)

Equation (2.37) also yields the correct result for / 0(r). Substitution of / n(r) —> 

gn{r) and cos(n<p) —)• sin(n0) in the equations above yields an analogous result for 

9n(x)• Using equation (2.34), we have

jrM roo 2 f27T
TT I dr rm , , ,  J d(j)Bz(r, 0) cos(n^)

(7T$) 7o (2.38)
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I Z"00 /1̂TT

^  ^  ̂  co8(M^) , (2.39)

and similarly.for G ^ .  The units Ofi71H  and GrH  are [length]

We digress to consider the first few “higher order” coefficients in this series: 

Both / 1  and gi are zero, as may be seen by writing

0 =
. X /*00 fZTT

=  $ / ,  d r r I
/ - O O  Z - 2 7 T

= J d r  r 2 J  A(x)(cos(^)i +  sin(^)y)

/ ■ o o  Z 1 Z t t  ] _

=  J0 d r r  J 0 #  +  / 1  c o s W + i i s i n ( ^ ) ) ( c o s ( ^ ) i +  S i n ( ^ y )

Z 1 O O  Z1 - Z t t  I= J 0 d r r  J 0 #  (g/oMXcoŝ i + sin(̂ )0.
Z i O O  Z i Z t t

+  d r r 2 J d i p f i c o s ( < f ) ) ( c o s ( ^ ) x  +  sm(<p)y )

Z - O O  Z i Z t t

J0 d r  r 2 d(f> gx sin(^) (cos(<f>)x + sin(^)y)

(2.40)

+

= K J0 drr2( h x  + 9iy) ■ (2.41)

Returning now to equation (2.26) to evaluate we see that the “zeroth order” 

contribution vanishes,

,  .  I  / 1OO Z1Z tti- — 2 J 0 d r f Q(r ) J0 #(y2/(x) COŜ - Us(X) sin 0 ) = O . (2.42)

Hence, motion of the magnetic “center of flux” causes no flux of helicity.
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Figure 2.6: Flux Shapes. Different flux distributions have different expansion 
coefficients: a) an axisymmetric flux distribution: F2(m) =  0 =  G ^ -  b) white area 
has F2(m) > 0, while area within dashes has F2(m) < 0; c) white area has G?2m) > 0, 
while area within dashes has G2m̂ < 0.

Next, since /i  and are zero, there are no “first order” contributions to /. 

Finally, at “second order,” all angular integrations contain a triple product of sines 

and/or cosines, and therefore vanish.

Moving on to evaluate II.  in equation (2.26), rewriting tire integral in compo

nent notation (with implied summation) gives

II. L
Is

^ 2 ^ ,  ^(x) (^Q  (t̂ m)

(2.43)

(2.44)

Adopting cylindrical coordinates and employing the expansion (2.28) gives, at 

“zeroth order,”

//.W  =
5  r * ? /o(r) f  #  (Ir  cos2(*) - I f sin2f0O (2-45)
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TT Sdv y 
2 \ d x  
I f dvy
2 I cb

(2.46)

(2.47)

— u j Z  (X ) j (2.48)

which is just the flux of self helicity due to the magnetic source’s rotation about 

its own axis. In the last line, we have used the definition

U)z 5 <V X  v). (2.49)

As with with I S2), the angular integrations in the “first order” contribution 

here, I l S 1), are triple products of sines and cosines, and therefore vanish.

The “second order” contribution is

ro o  p2tt

I l S  ) = I drr d(j) 
Jo Jo (0)^771(0) {iklzMirri) .

+

/ 2  cos (2 1̂) + 5 2  sin (2 0 ),
roo rz-K
/ d r r  / d0y2Cos^(0)At(0)hm(0)(ctisM;m)
rc o  p2tt

/ drr  /  d0 / 2 sin2 (0 )hA:(0 )hrn(.0 )(em M m)
Jo Jo
poo p2tt

/ ^ r /  d02p2sia(0)cos(0))h&(0)hm(0)(ct;3M(m), (2.50)

where Zii (0) =  cos(0), and Zi2(0) =  sin(0).



Evaluating the angular integrals and their coefficients gives:

Integral Result' Coefficients

fô dcj) Cos3 (̂ i) sin(^) =  O —

fô dcj) sin3(^) cos(^) =  O —

cos^ (<̂ ) =  37 t / 4 +Z2 G1 2 3 M2 1

Zo2W  s i n 4 (^) =  37 t / 4 —/ 2 6 2 1 3 - ^ 1 2

/ 027r#  cos2  (</>) sin2 (0 ) =  7t / 4 +Z2 G2 1 3 M1 2  — / 2 6 1 2 3 - ^ 2 1  

+2^26123-^22 +  2̂ 26213-̂ 11

Combining like terms yields
/

TT /1OO /
II .  — — drr f 3/2(Mi2 +  M2 1 )

+ — ̂ /2(^12 + .M21) + 2g2(Mn — M22)^j 

— 7r J0 drr + M2i)/2 — g2(Mn — M22)/2^ .

The Jacobian matrix of the flow field M  can be rewritten as

_  _  X /  X /  X
Mn -M1 2 i  0 I r 0

=  D + T
M2 I M2 2  y < 0 - 1 V

(2.51)

(2.52)
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+ C f 0 - 1I + %

Z \
0 I

P 0 J J  0 J

(2.53)

where

D

C

T

X

(Mn +  M22)/2 

(M2 1  — Mi2)/2 

(Mn — M22)/2 

(M2 1  +  M 12)/2

|Tr(M) (“divergence”)

antisymmetric =  uz 

traceless, diagonal 

traceless, symmetric

(“curl”) 

("+"-flow) 

("x"-flow) ,

(2.54)

and Mij =  dvt / dxj.

a)

Figure 2.7: Elementary Flow Patterns. Any flow field can be locally represented 
in the comoving frame as the superposition of these four “elementary” flows: a) 
“+ ” flow, a stagnation flow aligned with axes; b) “x” flow, as previous case, but 
with flow axes tilted; c) “curl” flow, with nonzero vorticity; d) “diverging” flow, 
with nonzero divergence.
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Figure 2.8: Flux Distributions Combined With Flows “Generate” Helicity. Some 
flows “generate” self helicity: a) “+ ” flow aligned with axes and non-axisymmetric 
flux distribution tilted off axes; b) “x" flow tilted off axes and aligned but non- 
axisymmetrix flux distribution; c) “curl” flow about center of arbitrary flux dis
tribution. d) While “diverging” flow does not imply helicity generation, it might 
signal helicity advection.

Then the helicity flux can be written as

^ T ( S E L F )

dt +  T T r  A( r )  -  T r  « % (r)) 

C + ( ^ X - T G i21̂ )  .

(2.55)

(2.56)

Applicability to the Sun

Do systematic properties of the Sun’s flow field tend to wind a given flux about 

its own axis? Perhaps shear from the differential rotation might cause systematic 

winding in individual flux elements, as might coriolis-induced handedness in the 

photospheric flows, if present.

The efficacy of either mechanism at winding field lines depends on both the 

magnetic diffusivity of the photospheric plasma, and the strength of the magnetic
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field relative to the gas pressure. If the magnetic diffusivity is sufficiently high, 

then magnetic field lines are not “frozen in,” and magnetic field can ignore the 

presence of a given flow pattern in the photospheric gas. And if the magnetic 

pressure pM = B 2/Sn is much stronger than the gas pressure pG =  nkT,  then 

any flow of photospheric gas will not exert sufficient force to affect the magnetic 

field. But we do not observe rapid diffusion of magnetic fields at the photosphere, 

and infer that the magnetic diffusivity at the photosphere is low. Further,' the 

ratio of the pressures, /3 =. Pg/ p m , is of order unity at the photosphere, meaning 

magnetic flux concentrations should feel some effects from fluid motions in their 

vicinity. Finally, observations of the advection of magnetic flux concentrations 

by photospheric flows support the idea that photospheric magnetic features are 

strongly influenced by flows in the plasma in which they are immersed.

Differential rotation, or a non-vanishing latitudinal gradient in the rotation 

rate,

I M 0 ' <2'67)

where 0 is the colatitude, is equivalent to a shear flow about any point on the 

surface. In the plane tangent to an arbitrary point on the Sun’s surface, adopting 

a right-hand coordinate system with z normal to the plane and x  in the direction 

of the Sun’s rotation (west in the plane of the Earth’s sky,, on the visible disk), the
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differential rotation is equivalent to

f)qj
~g^ = (X  ~ C) i (2.58)

in terms of the elemental flow patterns derived above. Hence, from equation (2.56), 

the flux of self helicity should not, for a general flux element, vanish.

Any handedness, or kinetic helicity, present in the turbulent flows at the pho

tosphere might also systematically inject “self” magnetic helicity. The dominant 

source of handedness would presumeably be the coriolis force, which most strongly 

affects the largest, most slow-moving convective cells. A study of photospheric flow 

patterns (Hathaway et al. 2000) reveals that super granules, surface manifestations 

of large-scale upflows in the subsurface convection, dominate the power spectrum. 

The supergranular flow pattern is clearly present in the MDI data in figure 2.9, 

an image of the Sun’s magnetic field: the supergranules are the large, circular, 

field-free areas between concentrations of magnetic flux.

Supergranules’ spatial scales are near 20 Mm, and their lifetimes are of the order 

of a day (Leighton et al., 1962; and see Simon et ah, 1988 and references therein). 

Since the solar rotation period, ~  24 days, is much longer than the supergranular 

lifetime, one would not expect the coriolis force to induce much handedness in 

supergranular flows directly. It is possible that kinetic helicity cascading from very
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SOHO/MDI Magnetoqram
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Figure 2.9: Supergranulation Pattern in MDI Data. In this MDI magnetogram, 
large, circular, field-free supergranules are clearly visible between concentrations 
of magnetic flux.
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IaEge scales, where the coriolis force is relevant, to smaller scales might impart a 

handedness to smaller scale flows. Crude estimates for the strength of this effect, 

however, (see Appendix A) imply that such a cascade, even if present, would not 

have observational consequences.

Whether the coriolis force induces kinetic helicity or not, it is likely that what

ever kinetic helicity is present in supergranular flows would be concentrated in the 

observed small-scale downflows at supergranular boundaries, in a manner similar 

to the concentration of random angular momentum present in bathwater leading 

to a vortex as a bathtub is drained. Indeed, observations have shown that vortic- 

ity in the photospheric flow tends to be concentrated at supergranule boundaries, 

in regions of converging flow, or downflow (Wang et al. 1995). Since magnetic 

flux elements tend to cluster in downflow lanes (Simon et al. 1988), this “bathtub 

effect” might cause winding of individual flux elements, leading to a flux of “self” 

magnetic helicity from each element.

Since just as much kinetic helicity would be present in the upflows as in the 

downflows, one might argue against any net effect. But the length scales of the 

supergranules are greater than the length scales of the downflow lanes, so

Wsg ~  vsg / R sg <  î dl ^  yDi,/R dl , (2.59)
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where Vsg ~  yDL ~  -5 km/s, and Lsg ~  20Mm > Lql ~  IOMm (Simon et al. 

1994). And observations have shown that the power in the vorticity, relative to 

that in the divergence, is stronger at smaller spatial scales (Wang, 1995, and Tarbell 

et ah, 1994). Hence, the vorticity concentrated in downflows might have a stronger 

effect on flux elements than that present in upflows.

These ideas are schematically illustrated in figure 2.10, which shows how coriolis- 

induced vorticity in the northern hemisphere might “wind” magnetic fluxes in 

downflow regions.

Figure 2.10: Coriolis-Induced Vorticity in Turbulence Spins Fluxes. In this 
schematic of coriolis-induced vorticities in upflows (within dashed lines delineating 
supergranules, where the flow diverges) and downflows (between supergranules, 
where the flow converges) in the Sun’s northern hemisphere, flux elements in the 
downflow regions would be spun by the flow, via a “bathtub effect.”

Since self helicity goes as the square of the magnetic flux <E>, and is linear in 

the angular velocity w, any bias in the distribution of kinetic helicity, and hence
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to, would lead to a bias in the flux of self helicity. Accordingly, if the coriolis force 

does impart kinetic helicity of differing signs to the convective turbulence in the 

northern and southern hemispheres, this might lead to a hemispheric asymmetry 

in the flux of “self” helicity.

Example: A Rotating Bipole

To illustrate the concepts presented in the previous sections, we use the ex

pressions derived above to quantify the helicity flux in a simple example. For con

creteness, we consider two isolated, oppositely-signed fluxes <E>+ > O and <E>_ < 0, 

separated by a distance 2R, whose centers of flux are rotating with angular veloc

ity 0 , in a right-hand sense about an axis in the direction of increasing z through 

the midpoint O of the line joining their centers of flux. We assume the fluxes’ 

separation, 2R , is much greater than the diameter a± of either. The geometry of 

the system is illustrated in figure 2.11.

For purposes of calculating the helicity flux through the photosphere due to 

the motion of the flux elements, the initial topology of their field lines is irrelevant: 

they may share flux only with each other, or they may share flux with “infinity” 

(i.e., other fluxes far from 0)  or some combination of the two; and the initial fields 

may or may not have non-zero relative helicity. Accordingly, we leave the topology
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Z

Figure 2.11: Coordinate System in Rotating Bipole Example. Two fluxes, (f>_ 
(black) and <f>+ (white), rotate with angular velocity about an axis through O, 
the midpoint of the line between their centers of flux, a distance 2R apart. The 
fluxes’ diameters, a±, are much less than their separation. Note that they rotate 
in a right-hand sense.

and initial helicity unspecified.

We first compute the mutual helicity flux in the system, employing equation 

(2.16),
/0/(MUT) i

Tt -  ■ (2.60)

It turns out that the “relative rate of rotation” of one flux about another is equal 

to the rate of either flux’s rotation about the origin,

— 12, j — (2.61)
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Then the mutual helicity flux is easily calculated to be

d%(MUT)
(2.62)dt IT

To compute the self helicity flux from equation (2.56)

^ i j (S E L F )

dt (2.63)

requires specification of the components C, X,  and T  of the local velocity field in 

the comoving frame, at each flux’s center of flux, and different assumptions about 

local velocities can lead to different self helicity fluxes.

We can make the assumption that the entire surface rotates rigidly at the 

angular velocity f2 consistent with the center-of-flux motion. Then the velocity at 

any point on the surface can be found from

where (r, </>, z) are the usual cylindrical coordinates, centered at O. In this case, 

the X  and T  components of the flow vanish, and we only need to consider the

v(r, (j)) = Cir(z x f ) =  , (2.64)
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contribution from the C term, which we compute to be

C — uiz (2,65)

=  ^ ( V  X v ) z (2.66)

_  1 / 1  O(TVrjl) I  (9u r \

2  Vr dr r d4> ) (2.67)

= £1 . (2,68)

(This is analogous to the rotation of the Moon about its axis once -  with respect

to the Earth -  for every orbit it completes around the Earth.) We then find the

self helicity flux to be

d t  TT TT +
(2.69)

Computing the total helicity flux, we have

d i j ( T 0 T ) (M U T ) ^ j f f (SE L F)

d t  d t  ■ d t
(2.70)

=  - $ 2 f t - -S d f t
TT TT TT ^ (2.71)

=  — f t ( S >_  +  $ + ) 2 .
TT ■ (2.72)

If |$_| ^  then there is a net helicity flux: the flux imbalance implies that a 

monopole moment exists, and rotating the footpoints of field lines which extend

I
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to infinity must lead to a net winding of field lines and, hence, a helicity flux.

If, however, we assume |<h_| =  <!>+ =  <h0, then the total helicity flux vanishes. If 

and $+ only share flux with each other, then, viewed qualitatively, this result 

makes sense: the entire corona rotates rigidly, and no field lines wind around each 

other; hence there is no flux of helicity. (If field lines run from <$>_ and <$>+ to other 

fluxes, then there is winding of field lines, but no net winding.)

If we alter our “rigid rotation” assumption for the velocity on the surface, and 

assume instead that, as each flux orbits O, it keeps a constant orientation with 

respect to a fixed frame of reference, then the self helicity flux vanishes., So the 

total helicity is just the mutual helicity flux,

d#(TOT) d#(MUT)
(2.73)#  "  d* ' "

2
=  — $_<h+f2

TT (2-74)

^  0 . (2.75)

Figure 2.12 illustrates the difference in the fluxes’ orientations between the “rigid 

rotation” and “constant orientation” cases: the fluxes also rotate about their own 

centers of flux in the former (left), while they do not in the latter (right).

We also note that, in the “constant-orientation” case, if <h_ =  —<E>+, and the 

fluxes are only linked to each other, then this “mutual helicity flux” arises from
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Figure 2.12: “Rigid Rotation” and “Constant Orientation” Assumptions. Fluxes 
“orbit” (tt/ 2) radians about O under differing assumptions about each flux’s ori
entation as it orbits. If one assumes the entire surface undergoes a rigid rotation, 
then each also rotates about its center of flux (left). One can assume instead that 
each flux keeps a constant orientation, in which case each does not rotate about 
its axis (right).
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the winding of field lines entirely within the topological domain linking <£>_ and 

$+. The resultant state, therefore, would possess a non-zero “self” helicity. In 

this case, the division of the total helicity flux into mutual/self components does 

not correspond to the division of the total helicity into mutual/self helicities. If 

we were to calculate the helicity flux in the corotating frame, however, then the 

mutual helicity flux would vanish, the self helicity flux would be non-zero (since 

each flux would appear to be rotating about its axis), and the division of helicity 

flux would match the division of the helicity itself.

Evidently, the division of the helicity flux into mutual/self contributions is not 

unambiguous. In fact, the ambiguity is more than an artifact of the frame of 

reference used in the calculation: the mutual/self division of the helicity depends 

upon the field’s topology, which is not determined by the distribution of fluxes 

on the boundary surface, while the mutual/self division of the helicity flux only 

depends on the distribution of fluxes on the boundary.
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CHAPTER-3

Methods

Data

To determine the rate of helicity flux using the methods outlined in the previous 

chapter, we have to track both the positions of magnetic flux elements and their 

structural attributes.

We have analyzed line-of-sight magnetograms taken with the Michelson Doppler 

Imager (MDI) onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO) for the pho- 

tospheric magnetic field Bz used in our study. This instrument finds the magnetic 

field by inverting the Stokes V profile in the Ni I (6768 A) line, which is formed at 

the photosphere. There is some indication that the inversion approach is subject 

to systematic errors at very high or very low field strengths: apparently, both are 

underestimated (Dr. Alex Pevtsov, private communication): An analysis of this 

issue is beyond the scope of this work; we simply take the magnetic field strengths 

returned by the instrument team without analyzing possible systematic errors in

their results.
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The data analyzed were all taken in the instrument’s “high resolution” mode, 

with .61” pixels. At SoHO’s position at the LI point between the Earth and 

the Sun, this corresponds to about 442 km on the Sun. A full image contains 

1024 x 1024 pixels;, the “hi-res” field of view (FOV) is illustrated in figure 3.1. 

Roughly, it is centered at 10° (in heliocentric degrees) north of the Sun’s equator, 

at the central meridian of the disk, and is about 37° (in heliocentric degrees) on a 

side. Precise pointing information is returned with each image.

We tracked fluxes in five sequences for 7.5 hours or longer, in regions of pre

dominantly quiet sun near solar minimum. Three tracking sequences were from 

the same observing campaign; we label each sequence as a subset of data set #2. 

Data sets #1 and #3  were tracked by Hagenaar et al. (1999), which allows com

parison between some of our results and theirs. The observing times, durations, 

and pointings of the tracking runs are listed in table 3.1.

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio in our data, we average five “good” magne

tograms, usually with I minute cadence. Occasionally, however, missing or “bad” 

magnetograms increase the time between averaged images. We define a “bad” 

magnetogram as one in which more than 1000 pixels are either labelled blank, 

or exceed 800 G in absolute value; these are simply skipped over in finding five 

magnetograms to average. To give some idea of the frequency with which bad 

magnetograms are found, we note that only 8 occurred in the 15+ hours of data
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5 0 HO/MDI Magnetogram
7—Jul—2000 17:36

Figure 3.1: MDI Hi-Res FOV. The high resolution, or “hi res,” field of view (FOV) 
of the MDI instrument is centered about 10° (in heliocentric degrees) north of 
the Sun’s equator, near the central meridian of the disk, and is about 37° (in 
heliocentric degrees) on a side.
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Figure 3.2: Images from Data Sets #  I and 2a. The first contrast-enhanced, 
unsmoothed, five-magnetogram average images from data sets #  I (left) and 2a 
(right). A small active region to the left (east) of the FOV in data set #  I was 
cropped from the full image.
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Figure 3.3: Images from Data Sets #  2b and 2c. The first contrast-enhanced, 
unsmoothed, five-magnetogram average images from data set #  2b (left) and 2c 
(right).

Figure 3.4: Image from Data Set #  3. The first contrast-enhanced, unsmoothed, 
five-magnetogram average image from data set #  3. A small active region below 
this FOV was cropped from the full image.
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(> 900 magnetograms) tracked in the first set. Thus, our measurements of the 

magnetic field Bz have a nominal time resolution of 5 minutes. The “time” stamp 

recorded with each averaged set of magnetogram’s pointing information (see be

low) is the average of each magnetogram’s time of observation; this avoids timing 

errors due to data gaps from missing or bad magnetograms. In figures 3.2 - 3.4, we 

have displayed the first five-magnetogram averages from each of the five tracking 

runs. Two small active regions present in data sets #  I and #  3 were been cropped 

in the tracked data, which correspond to the images shown.

After averaging, the data are smoothed over ~  3 pixels, by convolution with a 

“potential extrapolation” filter: the kernel is the geometrical contribution to the 

vertical component of the potential field at /i =  3 pixels above the photosphere,

k X̂' v  ̂ = ■ (/i2'+ x2 +  y2)(3/2) ’ (31)

assuming the measured fields correspond to point charges located at the pixel 

centers.

To estimate the noise in the measurements, we construct a histogram of the 

field strengths from the smoothed data. We then fit the “core” region, ±2 G from
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D a t a  S e t  # D a t e ,  hh : m m A t ( #  s t e p s ) . S i z e I m a g e  C t r . C a r r . <Tn' ( G ) B 0 ( G )

I 1 5  A u g . ’9 6 ,  0 6 : 2 2 1 5  h r .  ( 1 8 0 ) 6 4 0  x  6 4 0 ( + 2 1 . 0 ° , + 8 . 2 ° ) 1 9 1 2 . 7 4 8 0 1 .6 5 - 0 . 1 3 0
2 a 1 7  O c t . ’9 6 ,  1 6 : 0 5 2 0 . 8 3  h r .  ( 2 5 0 ) 5 0 0  x  1 0 2 4 ( + 1 2 . 9 ° , - 8 . 6 ° ) 1 9 1 5 . 0 5 7 8 1 .6 0 - 0 . 1 9 3
2 b 1 8  O c t . ’9 6 ,  2 1 : 2 5 2 5  h r .  ( 3 0 0 ) 5 0 0  x  1 0 2 4 ( + 1 2 . 8 ° , + 7 . 3 ° ) 1 9 1 5 . 0 9 4 5 1 .6 2 - 0 . 2 8 0
2 c 2 0  O c t . ’9 6 ,  0 8 : 5 1 1 5  h r .  ( 1 8 0 ) 5 0 0  x  1 0 2 4 ( + 1 2 . 6 ° , + 7 . 9 ° ) 1 9 1 5 . 1 6 7 8 1 .6 5 , + 0 . 0 3 4
3 1 6  J a n . ’9 7 ,  2 2 : 3 3 7 . 5  h r .  ( 9 0 )  • 1 0 2 4  x  2 5 0 ( + 1 . 4 4 ° , + 0 . 6 ° ) 1 9 1 8 . 3 9 4 2 1 .5 2 + 0 . 0 6 3

Table 3.1: Summary of Data Sets’ Properties. Information was derived from the 
.first five-magnetogram average in each tracking run. Image center is listed as 
(latitude, longitude) in heliocentric degrees, with (+) corresponding to north and 
west, respectively. The estimated per-pixel error in field strength, crn, is listed, 
along with the location of the centroid, B0, of the Gaussian profile fitted to the 
core (both expressed in gauss).

zero, with a Gaussian,

^core(B) =  n0 exp j (3.2)

under the assumption that the signal in the core arises entirely from random error. 

We take the error per pixel for all pixels to be the fitted an. Values of an for the 

data sets are given in table 3.1.

An imbalance in the distribution of field strengths displaces the centroid, B 0, 

of the fit from zero. Following Hagenaar (1999) and her collaborators, we shift 

the data in all pixels by - B 0.. In all cases studied, the magnitude of the shift was 

below the noise, and in most cases, the shift was around l/10th of the noise level.

For each five-magnetogram average in each data set, timing and pointing in

formation were stored in a named IDL structure, “pointing,” with the following
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Histogram m ed Fluxes

fitted data

B0 -  - 0 .1 3 0  G

a  =  1 .6 5 3  G

.y o.io

B =  0 .1 3 2  G

Field Strength, B(G)

Figure 3.5: Histograms of Pixels’ Field Strengths. For each five-magnetogram 
average in each data set, we fit the “core” of the histogram of field strengths with 
a Gaussian profile, as in equation (3.2). Here, we show the histogram from the first 
five-magnetogram average from the first data set. We assume the error per pixel 
is the fitted “width" parameter of the Gaussian, an. A flux imbalance diplaces the 
centroid, B0, of the fit from zero; we shift the data in all pixels by - B 0.
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fields:

o b-angle: solar “b” angle, the heliographic latitude of observation’s disk cen

ter;

o p-angle: position angle of solar north pole; 

o r_sun: radius of Sun in hi res pixels; 

o obs_rO: arc seconds subtended by Sun; 

o xO: x-axis pixel location of sun center, west > 0; 

o y0: y-axis pix. loc. of sun center, north > 0 ; 

o tai: international atomic observation time (sec.);

o berr: =  o>, the “width” parameter in Gaussian fit core; taken as the error 

in the field strength per pixel;.

o bshift: =  B0, displacement of fit to core from zero;

o n_bad: #  bad magnetograms (> 1000 blank or anomalously-valued pixels) 

skipped while finding 5 good ones to average;

o carr: Carrington rotation equivalent to tai;

o Iat: latitude of image center, in heliocentric radians;
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O cmd: central meridian distance of img. center, heliocentric radians;

o xmin: min. horiz. pixel of data tracked, used for cropping active regions;

o xmax: max. horiz'. pixel of data tracked, used for cropping active regions;

o ymin: min. vert, pixel of data tracked, used for cropping active regions;

o ymax: max. vert, pixel of data tracked, used for cropping active regions.

The first seven fields contain satellite pointing information averaged from the 

“headers” of the five magnetograms used in each average. The next two fields, 

■berr and .bshift, are determined by the Gaussian fit to the core, as discussed 

above. (NB: The data are shifted by -.Bshift.) The next field, .n_bad, is recorded 

as a rough gauge of the quality of the average at any step; n_bad > 3 in any aver

aged set of magnetograms has not been observed. The next three fields, .carr, .!at, 

.cmd, are calculated from the first seven fields. Finally, .xmin, .xmax, .ymin, and 

.ymax are the lower and upper horizontal and vertical limits of the pixel ranges 

included in the tracking routine. These fields differ from the boundaries of the 

MDI FOV only in data sets #  I and #  3, where each of the FOVs contained an 

active region, which we excluded in this study of quiet-sun fields.
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Labelling

Having analyzed the smoothed data and estimated the error per pixel, we then 

use an object selection procedure to group the pixels into “flux elements,” which we 

define to be convex groupings of 10 or more contiguous pixels containing magnetic
l

fields of the same sign. There are additional constraints in the definition" of a flux 

element, meant to exclude convex groupings of weak field: only pixels above 10 

G (greater than 4 aN from B0 in all cases studied) are analyzed in the labelling 

routine.

Labelling of the convex pixel groupings was accomplished with a single-pass 

“flux-ranked uphill gradient” algorithm developed and implemented by Dr. Dana 

Longcope. In outline, the procedure is:

1. rank pixels’ field strengths’ absolute values from highest to lowest, down to 

the 10 G threshhold;

2. label each pixel with its rank;

3. proceeding from the highest to the lowest pixels, compare the field strengths 

of each pixel with its.8 nearest neighbors, determining which of the 9 pixels 

(8 neighbors and the “center” pixel) has the strongest field

4. for each center pixel:

L
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(a) if the center pixel has highest field strength, that pixel keeps its label;

(b) if the center pixel does not have the highest field strength, the center 

pixel takes the label of the neighbor with the highest field strength.

Since the algorithm groups pixels by the absolute value of their field strengths, 

it would be susceptible to grouping positive and negative pixels in the same el

ement if strong discontinuities in field strength were present. In practice, such 

“heterogenous” grouping was never observed.

In a full (1024 x 1024) image, about 700 labels were found using 10 gauss 

threshold in the labelling algorithm. When the centroid of the fitted Gaussian 

core was not shifted by - S 0, many more labels were found -  more than 4 x IO4 

labels were seen in one (500 x 1024) image, with ~  1/4 pixels belonging to some 

grouping! This is puzzling, because the amount of the shift is much less than the 

10 G threshold, and changing the threshold by =I= I G while keeping the - B 0 shift 

only altered the number of labelled groups by ~  10%.

Imposing the minimum size of 10 pixels (Hagenaar et al. 1999) gave about 

500 “flux elements” in (1024 x 1024) pixels. For each grouping identified as a flux 

element, a named IDL structure, “pole,” was created for that element, with the 

following fields:

o step: time step at which these data were entered;
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o label: this flux element’s label; 

o size: number of pixels in this element;

o Iat: heliocentric latitude of center of flux (COF), x (see equation (2.8)), in 

radians;

o cmd: heliocentric central meridian distance of COF in radians;. 

o x: col. of group’s COF, in pixels; 

o y: row of group’s COF, in pixels; 

o sign: + /-  I for positive/ negative group;

o totb: summed, signed field strength in pixels of group (divide by .size to get 

avg. field strength; multiply by pixel area to get flux);

o totb2: sum of field strength squared in all pixels;

o maxb: max. field strength in pole;

o f03: Fq3̂ (see (2.34)), “radius of gyration;”

o f21: F2(1);

o f23: F2(3);

g21: C f ;O
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° g23: G f ; •

o xer: rms error on OOP's x coord., divided by error per pixel;

o yer: rms err. on OOP’s y coord., divided by err. per pix..;

o f21er: rmS err. on f21, divided by err per. pix.;

o g21er: rms err. on g21, divided by err per. pix.; ]

o f03er: rms err. on f03, divided by err per. pix.;

o f23er: rms err. on f23, divided by err per. pix.;

o g23er: rms err. on g23, divided by err per. pix.;

o src: tracking information, added later (see below);

o term: tracking information, added later (see below).

The techniques used to calculate most of these quantities are either well known, 

or were discussed in Chapter 2, or are presented in Appendix C on error analysis.

. For each tracked data set, we analyzed various properties of the flux elements. 

The results are summarized in table 3.2. We also graphically illustrate the distri

butions of flux element sizes, maximum field strengths, and flux in several plots, 

beginning with figure 3.6. ■
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S e t  # | B | ; m e d ( | S | ) | 5 | M A x ; m e d ( | B | M A x ) | $ | ; m e d ( 4 » )  ( 1 0 18 M x ) S i z e p * ( 1 0  9  k m )
I 1 5 . 8 ±  4 . 9 ;  1 4 .2 2 7 . 0 ±  1 8 .8 ;  2 0 .2 3 . 7 9  ±  5 . 8 5  ; 1 .7 8 9 6 . 6  ±  9 9 . 1 ;  6 4 2 .2 5
2 a 1 6 . 1 ±  5 . 1 ;  1 4 .4 2 7 . 4 ±  1 9 .1 ;  2 0 . 7 3 . 7 2 4 :  5 .3 4 ;  1 .8 1 9 7 . 6 ±  9 2 . 2 ;  6 7 2 .4 1
2 b 1 6 .0 ±  5 .1 ;  1 4 .5 2 7 . 0 ±  1 7 .8 ;  2 1 . 0 3 . 6 4  ±  4 . 9 8 ;  1 .9 1 9 7 . 7  ±  8 8 . 3 ;  6 9 2 .6 5
2 c 1 6 . 7  ±  6 .4 ;  1 4 .8 2 9 . 7  ±  2 4 . 6 ;  2 1 . 7 4 . 5 9  ±  9 .1 1 ;  2 .1 0 1 0 9 . 7  ±  1 1 1 .5 ;  7 5 2 .9 2
3 1 5 .6  ±  4 . 4 ;  1 4 .4 2 5 . 8  ±  1 6 .3 ;  2 0 . 7 3 . 1 5  ±  4 .0 4 ;  1 .8 1 9 1 . 5  ±  7 8 . 0 ;  6 8 2 .5 4

Table 3.2: Flux Elements’ Properties. The average of each flux element’s aver
age unsigned field strength, \B\ and its median, average maximum unsigned field 
strength, | F ? m a x | and its median (all field strengths in Gauss), and average un
signed total flux |<f>| (units of IO18 Mx) and its median were computed for each 
data set. Size is expressed in MDI hi res pixels, .61" on a side. Standard devi
ations for these quantities were computed from the variance in the distributions. 
The density of flux elements per km2, in units of IO-9 is also shown for each 
data set.
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Figure 3.6: Histograms of Flux Element Properties in Data Set #  I. Flux sizes, 
S, are in MDI hi-res pixels, while average unsigned field strength, |B|, and peak 
unsigned field strength, |S |MAx, are in G, and unsigned total flux |$ |, is in IO18 
Mx, for N  =  35997 labelled flux elements in data set I.
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Figure 3.7: Histograms of Flux Element Properties in Data Set #  2a. Same plots 
as previous figure, but with N  = 63358 labelled flux elements in data set 2a.
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Figure 3.8: Histograms of Flux Element Properties in Data Set #  2b. Same plots 
as previous figure, but with N  =  79251 labelled flux elements in data set 2b.
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Figure 3.9: Histograms of Flux Element Properties in Data Set #  2c. Same plots 
as previous figure, but with N  =  50298 labelled flux elements in data set 2c.
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Figure 3.10: Histograms of Flux Element Properties in Data Set #  3. Same plots 
as previous figure, but with N  — 10484 labelled flux elements in 90 steps of data 
set 3.
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Hagenaar et al. (1999) used object selection criteria very similar to ours, but 

with the added constraint that the peak field strength; -Bmax, in each flux ele

ment had to exceed 30 G. They found exponential distributions for unsigned flux, 

and typical flux element densities ~  (2.5 -  3) x 10-9k n v 2. Our flux-element 

densities p$ are similar to Hagenaar’s; see table 3.2. As the histograms in figures 

3.6-3.10 show, we also found exponential distributions (straight line on linear-log 

plots) for the plotted flux element properties. For size and average and maximum 

field strengths, the fits were started from the distribution’s peak, and included all 

points thereafter. Following Hagenaar et al. (1999), we only fitted the distribution 

of fluxes in the range of (2.5 -  10) x IO18 Mx. Our inclusion of flux elements with 

peak field strengths less than Hagenaar’s 30 G peak-strength threshold is prob

ably responsible for our slight excess of weak fluxes at the low-flux ends of the 

distributions of unsigned fluxes. The coefficients of the dependent variables in the 

exponential fits can be interpreted as characteristic values for the fitted data sets, 

and are summarized in table 3.3.

We have also analyzed the properties of the distributions of measured “shape 

coefficients,” F^> and G ^ .  Histograms of these distributions for the first data set, 

which typify the distributions in all the data sets, are shown in figure 3.11. In each 

case, the histograms are well-fitted by Gaussians. In table 3.4, we show, for each 

plotted distribution, the average, standard deviation, and the median. For every
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Set # Size Average |B| Max. |B| |<h|(1018 Mx)
I 77 4.8 14 3.1
2a 83 5.2 16 3.6
2b 87 5.2 16 3.3
2c 95 5.6 17 3.5
3 84 4.7 15 2.8

Table 3.3: Elements’ Characteristic Values. The values of the fitted coefficients 
of the dependent variables in exponential fits for each data set, which can be 
interpreted as characteristic values. Shown are values for flux element size (in 
(442km)2 MDI hi-res pixels) average and maximum field strength (both in Gauss) 
and flux (in units of IO18 Mx).

Normed Histogram of F^; N = 874

XT o.10

2 0.05

-1 .0  -0 .5  0.0 0.5 1.0

Normed Histogram of F ^ /F ^ ;  N = 874

k- 0.00
- 1.0 0.0 1.0

Normed Histogram of N = 874

-1 .0  -0 .5  0.0 0.5 1.0
Ĝ /F'”

Normed Histogram of G ^ /F ^ ; N = 874
z  0 . 1 2

S  0.08

Sv 0.04

k- 0.00
-1 .0  -0 .5  0.0 0.5 1.0

G /̂F^

Figure 3.11: Histograms of Shape Coefficients in Data Set #  I. Coefficients 
Tijm) and , normalized to the relevant azimuthal mode, F,jm\  are shown: 

G ^ \ /F q^, G '3)/F 0(3), from N  = 874 flux elements in the first four tracking
steps of data set I. (Recall that F ^  — I).
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data set, the average, median, and fitted centroid are all to the left of zero. For the 

coefficients, this corresponds to an excess of vertical ellipsoidal flux element 

shapes, compared to horizontal ones; for the Ĝ m) coefficients, this corresponds 

to a predominance of ellipsoidal flux elements oriented N E  -  S W  (upper-left to 

lower-right), as opposed to elements oriented N W  -  SE. We checked that effect 

was not an artifact of our method of computing the moments by verifying that the 

asymmetries transformed properly when the data were transposed and reversed in 

various ways.

In the case of the data shown in table 3.4, with N  =  874, the average.and 

median values of the shape coefficients are at least three times greater than would 

be expected randomly, e.g., { G ^ / F ^ )  > S a ^3) /V N . This is also true of every 

other data set; the average and median values are at least 5% and are typically 

15% of the standard deviations a, even when all elements from all time steps of a 

data set are used, such that N  > IO4.

The asymmetry in the distributions of shape coefficients might result from 

projection effects. Or, since the coverage in every data set is predominantly over 

the northern hemisphere, this asymmetry might be a sign of a latitudinal bias in 

the orientation of flux elements. We have checked for this by plotting the shape 

coefficients for collections of flux elements grouped by latitude. While these tests 

seem to rule out projection effects, their support for any latitudinal bias is not
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Quantity Average Std. Dev. Median
F f j -.0063 .14 -.0053

-.031 .12 -.027
F f -.011 .24 -.0077
C f -.062 .22 -.057

Table 3.4: Properties of Flux Elements’ Shape-Distributions. The average, stan
dard deviation, and median shape coefficients for flux elements in data set #  I are 
shown.

clear.

To illustrate the variety present in labelled flux elements’ structures, we plot 

the distribution of magnetic field near three flux elements chosen from the first 

five-magnetogram average from data set I, in both perspective (orthoscopic) and 

overhead views. The flux element in figure 3.12 is mostly axisymmetric.; hence, its 

moments are dominated by the term, which is roughly an order of magnitude 

larger than the.next largest moment, F ^'. The flux element in figure 3.13 has a 

strong F ^  term, equal to roughly 1/4 the Fq̂  term, and five times larger than 

the term. The flux element in figure 3.14 has a strong term, about 1/3 

the Fq3̂ term, and ten times the F ^  term.

Tracking Algorithm

The flux elements defined by the algorithms described above have been tracked 

from one five-magnetogram average to the next. Tracking, in this sense, is really
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280 290 JOO JIO  J2 0
F0W -  7 .58702; F ,«  -  - 0 .7 6 J9 8 8 ; G,W -  0 .07 1 J1 7 5

Figure 3.12; Example Flux Element: F0 Mode. Surface plot of magnetic field 
strength, in Gauss, measured by SoHO/MDI. Asterisks mark pixels grouped into 
one mostly-axisymmetric magnetic flux element, shown in a) perspective and b) 
overhead views.

Figure 3.13; Example Flux Element; F2 Mode. Labelling algorithm uses convexity 
of measured magnetic field to group pixels into flux elements, so “nearby” flux 
elements are discriminated. Asterisks mark pixels grouped into one magnetic flux 
element, shown in a) perspective and b) overhead views. This flux element has a 
strong F2^ mode.
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z  150 -

210  220  230 240  250  260
F0 1 -  13.0089; F,w  -  -0 .4 2 6 0 0 7 ; G,(J) -  4 .44552

Figure 3.14: Example Flux Element: G2 Mode. Asterisks mark pixels grouped 
into one magnetic flux element, shown in a) perspective and b) overhead views. 
This flux element has a strong G2  ̂ mode.

a process of matching or associating features from consecutive time steps.

Following Hagenaar et al. (1999), we adopt “overlap” as the basic rule for 

associating flux elements from different time steps. To overlap, the centers of flux 

of two elements labelled p and q, at times and ti+i, respectively, must lie within 

rsize pixels of each other, where

a) b)

Tsize =  ^m ax(Sizep iSize9) (3.3)

In words, Tsize is the square root of the area of the flux element of the greatest 

size, in pixels. This approach is ideally suited for high-cadence measurements of 

features of finite extent, but is not suited to low-cadence data sets, or to tracking 

point-like features, e.g., G-band bright points.
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To search for matches between a flux elements at time U and fluxes from an 

adjacent time tj, with j  =  z ±  I, the first algorithm we use finds the five “nearest 

neighbor” fluxes from tj for every flux from ti, and determines which overlap. The 

procedure is then repeated with the roles reversed, finding iyhich of the five nearest 

neighbors from ti overlap with each flux from tj.

The next algorithm sorts through the nearest neighbor arrays to determine 

each flux’s relation to the fluxes in the adjacent time step. In terms of fluxes from 

these “old” and “new” sets, there are only five possibilities:

1. submergence of an old flux;

2. emergence of a new flux;

3. one-to-one matches between one old and one new flux;

4. collisions of old fluxes,, to produce one new flux;

5. fragmentations of one old flux, to produce new fluxes.

We note that collisions and fragmentations always involve fluxes of the same sign.

A flux from the earlier time step which has no overlapping counterpart in the 

later time step is labelled as a “submergence:” the negative of the tracking step in 

which the flux disappeared is stored in the .term field of that flux’s IDL structure, 

with an offset of -I. In addition, the label of the flux element is stored in an array,

“sub.”
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An “emergence” occurs in an analogous fashion, when a flux from the later time

step has no overlapping counterpart in the earlier: the negative of the tracking step 

in which the flux appeared is stored in the .src field of that flux’s IDL structure, 

with an offset o f -I, and its label is stored in an array “emrg.” Both emergence

and submergence are schematically illustrated in figure 3.15a.
EMERGENCE

SUBMERGENCE

ONE-TO-ONE MATCH
t i+1

Figure 3.15: Submergence, Emergence, and One-to-One Matching of Fluxes, a) 
A “submergence” occurs when a flux from the later time step has no overlapping 
counterpart in the earlier, while an “emergence” occurs when a flux from the 
earlier time step has no overlapping counterpart in the later, b) Flux elements can 
be matched one-to-one if they mutually overlap. If they are each other’s nearest 
neighbors, such a match is made.

When fluxes of opposite signs collide and disappear, a process referred to in the 

literature as “cancellation,” our algorithm would interpret this as the submergences 

of nearby negative and positive fluxes. Similarly, the emergence of a single bipole 

would be interpreted as the emergence of nearby positive and negative fluxes.

Ideally, each instance of the appearance/ disappearance of flux of a given sign 

could be matched with an equivalent change of flux of the opposite sign, as a 

natural consequence of the divergence-free nature of magnetic fields. In practice,
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however, our tracking method can lead ambiguities in interpreting the appearance 

or disappearance of flux: field strengths could randomly decrease below our 10 G 

threshhold (by turbulent difiusivity, for instance), and flux elements can wander in 

and out of the field of view. Hence, an event we call a submergence or emergence 

might not correspond to an actual submergence or emergence of flux.

Flux elements which mutually overlap are candidates for some type of match

ing: one-to-one, collision, or fragmentation. In relatively “empty” regions where 

flux elements are widely separated, fluxes may have only one overlap, and may be 

each other’s nearest neighbors; if so, they are obviously a one-to-one match. This 

is illustrated schematically in figure 3.15b. After finding submergences and emer

gences described above, the matching algorithm looks for just such clear-cut cases 

of one-to-one matches. In a one-to-one match, the old flux’s label is stored in the 

old flux’s .term field, in the new flux’s .label and .src fields, and in an array, “oto.” 

In this way, a tracked flux is its own source and termination: it “propagates” itself.

In “crowded” regions, where many fluxes may overlap, the matching algorithm 

still pairs mutual nearest neighbors as one-to-one. Other fluxes which remain 

unmatched after a first pass are then checked again. If they mutually overlap 

and are both unmatched, but one is not the other’s nearest neighbor, they are 

still matched one-to-one. Flux elements still not matched but which do mutually 

overlap with some already-matched flux element from the adjacent time step are
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either labelled a collision or a fragmentation.

A collision occurs when two or more flux elements from the old time step 

overlap one from the new time, as illustrated in figure 3.16a. The sizes of the 

“parent” fluxes, this flux and the already-matched flux from the same time step, 

are compared and the “child” takes the label of the larger parent. The smaller 

parent’s label is added to an array “coll,” and the the larger parent’s label is 

entered in the .term field of the smaller parent.

A fragmentation occurs with the roles reversed: two or more new flux elements 

overlap one old flux, as in figure 3.16b; the larger child takes the parent’s label as 

its own, while both take its label in their .src field.

COLLISION FRAGMENTATION

t i+1

Figure 3.16: Colliding Flux Elements, a) A collision occurs when two or more flux 
elements from the old time step overlap one from the new. b) A collision occurs 
when two or more flux elements from the old time step overlap one from the new.

The processes described above must satisfy equations of “detailed balance” in 

each step of the tracking. The equations relate the numbers of flux elements at the 

new and old time steps (Nnew and Arold, respectively), to the numbers propagated
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(W o to ), created (Nemrg +  TVfrag), and destroyed (TVsub +  TVcon):

W new — ' W 0Id +  W emrg +  W frag — TVsub — TVcon (3.4)

W new W oto T W emrg +  Wfrag (3.5)

W 0Id =  W o to '+  TVsub +  TVcon . (3.6)

The tracking routine stops with an error flag if any of these constraints are violated 

at any' tracking step. In practice, about 90% of flux elements are matched one-to- 

one in each tracking step.

Statistics on submergence, emergence, collision, and fragmentation rates were 

compiled. Our collision and framentation rates were higher than those of Hagenaar 

et al. (1999), which is probably a result of differing definitions of collisions and 

fragmentations in our tracking algorithms.

In figures 3.17 - 3.21, we plotted tracked rotational and meridional veloci

ties for each data set. The latitudinal variation in our fluxes’ sidereal rotation 

speeds (about ~  2% faster than synodic results) is similar to that in the published 

differential rotation profile of Snodgrass (1984), obtained from Doppler shifts in 

photospheric Fe I taken at Mt. Wilson. But our measured rotation speeds are 

slower in each data set by an amount that appears to be constant between the 

data sets. This discrepancy is interesting in light of observations which show that
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Azimuthal Velocities
' ' i ' ' ' '  i ' ' ' '  i ' ' ' '  i ' ' ' '  i '
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Figure 3.17: Tracked Velocities in Set #  I. Plotted rotational (left) and meridional
velocities (right), as a function of heliographic latitude in data set #  I. The
Snodgrass differential rotation profile is shown in the left plot.
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Azimuthal Velocities

0 10 20 30
Latitude [Hello. Deg.]

Meridional Velocities
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- 1 0  0 10 20 30.
Latitude [Hello. Deg.]

Figure 3.18: Tracked Velocities in Set #  2a. Plotted rotational (left) and merid
ional velocities (right), as a function of heliographic latitude in data set #  2a. The
Snodgrass differential rotation profile is shown in the left plot.
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Azimuthal Velocities

0 10 20 30
Latitude [Hello. Deg.]

Meridional Velocities

....I

Latitude [Hello. Deg.]

Figure 3.19: Tracked Velocities in Set #  2b. Plotted rotational (left) and merid
ional velocities (right), as a function of heliographic latitude in data set #  2b. The
Snodgrass differential rotation profile is shown in the left plot.
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Azimuthal Velocities
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Latitude [Hello. Deg.]

Meridional Velocities
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Figure 3.20: Tracked Velocities in Set #  2c. Plotted rotational (left) and merid
ional velocities (right), as a function of heliographic latitude in data set #  2c. The
Snodgrass differential rotation profile is shown in the left plot.
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Figure 3.21: Tracked Velocities in Set #  3. Plotted rotational (left) and meridional
velocities (right), as a function of heliographic latitude in the truncated data set
#  3. The Snodgrass differential rotation profile is shown in the left plot.
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active region magnetic features rotate faster than the ambient plasma, and that 

plage regions’ rotation speeds are slower than those of sunspot groups (Howard

1996).

In the plots of meridional velocities, the flux’s speeds are clustered about zero 

in each data set, but the average and median for each set are slightly positive 

(northward). The average and median meridional velocities, at a few meters per 

second, are of the same order of magnitude as published values for meridional 

motions of sunspots (Howard & Krishnaniurti 1986), but are well below published 

flow rates of tens of meters/second inferred from helioseismology (Gonzalez et al: 

1999). We note that only one tracked average velocity exceeded the photospheric 

sound speed, ~  4 km/s, though we did not impose such a restriction in our tracking 

routine.

Finding the Mutual Helicity Flux

Once the flux elements have been tracked, we can find the flux of mutual helicity 

between two steps in the tracking. We compute the mutual helicity flux arising 

from the relative motion of two flux elements, <Fa and <E>b, and then generalize the 

method to any number of pairs of fluxes.

Recall from equation (2.16) that the mutual helicity flux from this pair of fluxes
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is the product 2 ^a^ bQ,ab, where Qab is the rotation rate of <£„ about <$>6.

Since and § b vary in time, we take the value of each to be the average of 

the measured fluxes at the two time steps at the ends of the interval in which the 

helicity flux is being computed.

Next, we need to find Qab. We begin by calculating the difference between the 

vector that runs between the locations of the fluxes (from xa to x6) at time'

and the vector that links the two at ti+i, A m . In component notation,

typical situation.

To find angle d^+1’̂  by which A 2 and A z+1 differ (see right sketch in figure 

3.22), we use

(3.7)

(3.8)

and similarly for A*. The left sketch in figure 3.22 illustrates the geometry in a

(3.9)

(3.10) .
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>

Figure 3.22: Geometry of Relative Rotation. Left: The vectors and Xjb (dashed 
lines) define the positions of fluxes <f>a and <f>6, respectively, at time tj, with respect 
to the origin O. The vector A j (solid line) runs from <f>a to d>6 at time tj. The 
displacements of each flux from U to ti+1 (dotted lines) are unlabelled. Right: 
q(i+i,i) js the angular displacement from A 1 to A i+1, and is positive for counter
clockwise displacements.

We then divide 0b+1>1) by the difference in the observation times,

A ^  = 4 + 1 , (3.11)

to get

dU
—  = 25>a(I>f,fla6 =  2$a$6^j+j+^y • (3-12)

We wrote a mutual-helicity finding routine to make these calculations, and 

verified its accuracy in a few test cases. The results of the tests are discussed in 

Appendix C on error analysis.
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Finding the Self Helicity Flux

Flux Evolution fe Measurable Flow Properties

To observationally determine the self helicity flux from a' given magnetic flux 

element using equation (2.56), requires considerably more theoretical development. 

This is because we must know the structure of the horizontal flow at' the photo

sphere, and this flow field is not directly measureable. The goal of the following 

calculations is to derive quantitative relationships between the observable time 

evolution of the shape of a given individual flux element, and the unknown flow, 

field in the neighborhood of that flux element.

Neglecting the z component of photospheric flows, the normal component of 

the photospheric magnetic field, Bz, evolves according to

In analogy with (2.8), we employ normalized, flux-weighted averaging to study 

observables Q,

(3.13)

(3.14)
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The zeroth moment of (3.13) tells us that flux is conserved,

1 « -
(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

= o, (3.18)

where the curve C bounds the surface S\ the area through which the vertical

magnetic flux passes, and n is the outward normal to the curve C (which lies in

The time derivative of the first spatial moment of Bz yields

Ill}s Itk I s t p x  b ^ x i  ~  ^
(3.19)

0 =
§ I s i X  Ot  { Xi  Xi )

(3.20)

0 = - - J 3 Cl2X V -  [-VBz I i x i -  Xi ) - (3.21)

0 =
I C

+ — J s  d 2 x  (v S z) - V f a -  X i )  -  Jbi (3.22)

0 =
$  Js ĉ x  — '^i

(3.23)

. 0 = Vi — Xi , (3.24)
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I

where we have defined

Vi $ Js d r x  J-Jz Vi .

Thus, Vi = Xi can be directly measured.

Turning now to the second moments, one has

d t  i >  I s d 2 x  B z ^X i  ~  X i ^ X j  ~  X j  ̂

0 Js  d2x ~  x ^ x O ~  x i )

dxi I
dt $  Js
dxj I

J  d2x B z(xj — X j )

d t  0
=  ^  ^ T V - ( V B a ) ( T i  - T i ) ( T j - T j )

I r= + — d2x (vBz) • V (xi — Ti) (xj — Xj)

$ G p T  ( U i B z ) ( T j  -  T j )

I f

Substituting

Ui (x) CSVi + &Ui
dxi

Vi + Mij(^)Sxj

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)
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gives

—((?:% ^  ^  ^  -  Tj) +  ^  ^  (IVjBg) (a% -  Z:

+ — / d2x B  
$  Js

O =O

M ik [xk — x'k) (x j  — Xj)

+Mjk(xk -  xk) (Xi  -  X i )

Using (2.9) for Bz and (2.28) for A(x) yields

^ (^ z ^ T j)  -  # (% t^ (^ ) / l jW )  +  M,&/l&(^)^(^))

(^/o(r) +  /2(r)(A^(^) -  / ^ ) )  +  2^2(r)/ii(^)/i2(^))

where we have defined Zr1 (0) =  cos ^ and h2(^) =  sin 

Treating the i = j  = 1 case first, we have

d n r°° „ /"27T
fl.(SxD - 2 J0 drr J0 d^Mikhk((j))hi((l))

^/o(r) +  /2(r)(%i(^) -  % ) )  +  2^2(r)Ai(^)A2(^)
poo r2ir

= drr3 'dcf) f 0(r)Mn hl((l))
J 0 t/ 0

roo. p2/k
+ 2 drr Jo dji f 2(r)Mn h\((j))

roo /■27T
- 2 J0 drr J0 d^ f2{r)M11h\{(j))hl{4))

roo r2ir
+ 4 J0 drr J0 d(t>92{r)M12h\{4>)hl{4>)

(3.30) .

, (3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)
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roo ,

= n  J 0  d r  r  [(/oM + /2(r))Mn + 2̂(V)Mi2] (3.34)

We take the i = j  = 2 case next, and get

d o  Z 1O O  / - 2 7 T

[^/o W +  /2(r)(bi(^) -  (<̂ )) +  2̂ 2 WZti(^)A2(^)] (3.35)
/ ■ o o  f 2 ? r

=  J q d r  J q d (f)  f 0 ( r ) M 2 2 h l ( ( j ) )
r o o  ' r2Tr

+ 2 J0 drr J0 WMrWvtiWW)
r o o  r2-K

-  2  J ^  d r r 3 J ^  d< p  f 2 ( r )  M 2 2 ^ ( C j ) )
r o o  r2TT

+ ^ Jo drr J0 dcj)g2{r)M21h\{(j))hl{(j)) (3.36)

=  Jq ^r r 3 [(^°(r ) ~ f 2(r ))M22 + g2(r)M2I  ̂ . (3.37)

Finally, we study the j  case, and get

roo r2n -
;(&Ci&C2) -  ^  A ^ [ ^ ^ ( ^ ) / l 2 ( ^ )  +  M2t/lt(^)^l(^)

^/o(r) +  /2(r).(/ii(^) -  A|(^)) +  242(r)Ai(^)A2W)] (3.38)
I  roo r2'K Z \

= 2 Jo drr Jo +  M2ih\{4>)j
roo r2ir

-+ Jo drr J  ̂ dcj) f 2{r){h\{(j))hl{(f))Ml2 +  h\{(j>)M2l)

roo r2ir
-  % #/2W (A ^(^)^(^)M 2i +  ^(^)M i2)
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drr d )̂g2(r)h (̂(j))h2((/))(Mii +  M2 2 )

=  2̂ J0 dr r3[fo(r)(Mi2 + M21) +
/ 2 M ( M 2i -  M i 2) +  g 2 ( r ) { M n  +  M 22)] .

Referring to equations (2.34) and (2.54), we have

[ ( ^  +  F f )M n  +  G^Mi2] '

(Ff) +  F f ))(D +  F) +  (X -  C)'

"(Ff)-F f))M z2 +

[(Ff) -  F f  ))(D -  F) +  G^)(X +  C)]

2  [ 4  +  M 21 )  +

4  ) ( - ^ 2 1  —  M 12 )  +  G 2 ) ( M n  +  ^ 22 ) ] ’

F f)%  +  ^ ) C  +  G^)D1 , '

(3.39)

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)
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^ d(6x\)  ^  

dt

d{5x%) 
dt

d(Sxi5x'2)
\  ^  /  \

+ F f )  (GfCD) , ^ ) )  (jrCD +  ^ ) )  ^

( - F f )  +  F f ) (G ^) +(G^^) ( F f  -  F f )

( F f )  ( F f )  - (C f)

/  \
T

X

C

\ D /

(3.47)

Using this notation, we also rewrite the moments on the left-hand side above, 

using

I Z10 0  o Z1Ztt
(Sxf) =  — / drr3 dcj) cos2 (f) B  z(r,<p) (3.48)

sP 70 JO

-  J0 drr3J0 # 5 ( 1  +  cos(:20)) (^/o(r) +  / 2(r) cos(2fl +  g2(r) sm(20>)

=  5 ( d 3 ) + d 3 > )  ( 3 . 4 9 )

I  Z10 0  O Z1Z7r

( ^ 2 ) =  ^ y o drr J0 dcj) sm2 (j) B  z(r, (J) (3.50)

-  ^  " cos(2^)) (^/o(r) +  / 2(7") cos(2<̂ ) +  #(r)sin(2^))

= I ( H 3j- F P )  ' • (3.51)

I  /1OO r  S tt

(Jrci ^ 2) =  — / drr3 d(j) sin 4> cos (J Bz (r, y>) (3.52)
y? J  0 •/ 0

^  ^ ^  +  / 2(r) cos(2y,) +  ^(r.) sin(2^))

'  =  ■ (3.53)
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Taking finite-difference approximations for their time derivatives gives

"  2
i  / ' ( d ,)k+, -  f r y  , ( 3 ) . I

(*2+1 — U)
+

(*2+l — U)

d t { 6 4 )  ^  i ( 4 \ +1- F P k ) \
(*2+l — U)

G f  k )
(*2+l —' U)

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

Combining these expressions, we have

I

ATn(3) +  AF9(3)

AFn(3) -  AK(3)

'  ( + F f + F f )  ( S f )  - ( S f )  ' ( F f  + F f ) ' '  

( - F f + F f )  ( S f )  + (G f)  ( F f - P f )

0 ( P f )  ( P f )  (Gf)

\
T

X  

C

\ D >

where we have defined the average value Fffl of Fffl between times U and ti+1,

(3.57)

and similarly for .

Hence, the flow acts on the “shape matrix,” S, to produce changes in the shape 

of the flux element. To summarize this another way, the time rate of change of the
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shape of a flux element is related to the shape of the flux element and the flow in 

which it is immersed.

Unfortunately, we have four unknown flow components T, X, C, D, and only 

three observables, d((5xidxj))/dt. Mathematically, this means that, given a partic

ular flux element’s shape, there is some flow pattern that is unconstrained by the 

data; it lies in the null space of the shape matrix. In general, this “null flow” is 

a superposition of some part of the four elemental flows, T, A", C, D, and, further, 

does cause a flux of self helicity. Figure 3.23 illustrates this idea.

Figure 3.23: Flows in Null Space of Shape Matrix. For every flux distribution, 
some flow field will not alter its shape. Flows along the streamlines shown (lines 
with arrows) will not alter the shapes of these flux elements (white areas).

Singular Value Decomposition

A straightforward method of resolving this difficulty is to find a “pseudo

inverse” matrix to the (3 row x 4 column) shape matrix S. Using the definitions

V =  (T,A,C,D)^ (3.58)
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b

S

( + f f + f f )  (G ^) - ( G ^ )  +

( - f f )  +  F f ) (G f)  + (G f)  ( F f  -  F f )

(3.59)

(3.60)

0 ( F f )  ( F f )  (G f)

we employ singular value decompostion to find a (4 row. x 3 column) matrix S-1 , 

which we then use to solve for V  via

V =  (S"1 • S) • V  =  S -1 • b . (3.61)

To find S-1 , we take the approach outlined in Numerical Recipes (Press, et al. 

1992). First, we employ the ID L  implementation SVDC to perform singular value 

decomposition (SVD) of the shape matrix, S. This routine takes a (3 row x 

4 column) input matrix S and returns a 4-element vector w of “singular values,” a 

(3 x 4) matrix Y, and a (4 x 4) matrix Z. Since our system of equations is under

determined, one Wi and one column of Y  are zero. Next, we construct the (4 x 4) 

matrix W -1 with “reset” values I fwi on the diagonal: for all “small” singular val

ues Wi < (10~4)max(m,-), we set I fwi — 0. Computing the (4 x 3) pseudo-inverse
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matrix S 1 is then trivial,

S-1 =  Z • W -1 - Y t  . (3.62)

Finally, we use the I DL  routine SVSOL as a “SVD-solution” to solve equation 

(3.61), giving a vector of flow components consistent with the data.

The singular values which are zero, or “small,” represent null flows, or “nearly 

null” flows, to which the data are insensitive. By resetting the corresponding small 

singular values W{ in constructing W -1, we have rescaled what would have been 

the dominant terms in W -1. Effectively, the solution we found, which we term 

the “inverted flow” or “SVD flow,” is one in which the null and nearly-null flows 

are not present. And, precisely because the data are maximally insensitive to 

these flows, we have no way of directly verifying the accuracy of this assumption 

with real data. Unfortunately, in a test case (see the next subsection), when we fed 

simulated data to the SVD and pseudo-inverse routines, we found that the inverted 

flow was grossly inaccurate, because the data were insensitive to the imposed flow. 

This inaccuracy, and the fact that a null flow does, in general, inject helicity,

demands that we attempt to estimate the strength of the null flow if we hope to
' . \

accurately estimate the helicity flux.
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Relaxation Algorithm

One method of indirectly estimating the null flow relies upon the fact that the 

null flow differs for different flux element shapes. Hence, as the flow alters the 

shape of the flux element, the structure of the null flow changes, too. By tracking 

the time evolution of the flux’s shape, one also gains information about the null 

flow at each time step. If we make the crucial assumption that the flow rate varies 

on a timescale longer than the timescale over which the shape of the flux element 

varies, then we can take the actual flow V to be that superposition of the inverted 

flow V(°) and null flows' N  found at each time step that is most consistent with a 

flow that varies most slowly in  time.

By adopting any a priori assumptions about the solar flow field, we risk in

troducing spurious properties into our inverted flow fields. The assumption we 

have made, however, should only have the effect of smoothing over short-timescale 

variations in the flows, which should minimize the contribution of Such variations 

to the total helicity flux. Hence, we assert that our assumption, if in error, f a l l s  

on the conservative side.

In practice, we enforce this assumption by applying a relaxation algorithm to 

the time series of inverted flows that adds some part of the null flow at each time 

step to minimize a measure of time rate of change of the flow. Mathematically, 

we want to minimize the difference between the flow vector V i at time Zi and the
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average V i of the flow vectors Vi_1 and Vm  at times tm  and ti+1, respectively. 

To quantify the time rate of change of the flow, at the ith time step, we use the
___  I

square of the difference between Vi and Vi,

& W  =  IVi -  Vip (3.63)

. =  I V i - ( V ^ T A i N i)P ,  (3.64)

where v | 0) is the inverted flow found from SVD at Zi, Ni is the null flow (also 

returned by the SVD implemetation) at Zi, and Ai determines how much of the 

null flow gets added to the inverted flow at Zi'. To minimize gl: we differentiate, set 

the result to zero, and solve for Ai,

Qgi(Xi)
3Ai

= T  Ai

2[Vi -  (Vp) +  AiNi)](-Ni) =  0

(Vi ~ V f }) • N i 
N i -N i

(3.65) 

' (3.66)

Applying the algorithm once to each Vi^ yields a modified flow vector V i^ at each 

ti. This, in turn, means the average flow vector V i computed from times m̂  and 

ti+i changes, too. Hence, repetition will modify Vi^ to give V i^ , and continued 

iteration of the algorithm produces further, finer adjustments to V i. Eventually, a 

convergence criterion can be satisfied, and the resulting flow vector is then used in
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\

equation (2.56) to find the flux of self helicity. Given flow vectors for N  time steps, 

the relaxation process should take approximately ~  N 2 iterations to converge. 

(Press et al. 1992) .

Self Helicity Test

To test the SVD, SVD-solution, and relaxation routines, we fed them a simu

lated data set based upon the rotation of a simulated flux element with nonzero 

quadrupole moments -  a “pudgy ellipse” -  about its own axis. In the simulation, 

the element was evolved with a pure curl flow, C = 1/10, for 64 steps, correspond

ing to a rotation through a little over ~  27r radians. The T, X ,  and D components 

of the input were zero. Figure 3.24 shows the flux element before and after the 

first step in the simulation run.

The output of the SVD and SVD-solution routines, prior to relaxation, is 

grossly inaccurate, as illustrated in figure 3.25. The C component of the flow, 

which should be 1/10, is calculated to be more than an order of magnitude lower 

(solid line in bottom plot in left column), and the T  and X  flows, which should 

be zero, oscillate with an amplitude slightly greater than 1/10 (solid lines in mid

dle plots in left and right columns, respectively). The only correct result is that 

the D flow is within machine accuracy of zero. This failure cannot be blamed 

on too-subtle a test case: the “measured” quadrupole moments of the test flux’s
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Figure 3.24: Test !version: Data. A simulated flux element with nonzero
quadrupole moments, viewed from above, over one step of 64 in its rotation through 
~  27r radians about its axis. Here we show the flux element at before (x ’s) and 
after (+ ’s) the first step.

spatial distribution are clearly evolving in a way consistent with rotation of the 

flux element. The errors must result from the underdetermination of the flow by 

the data.

Fortunately, application of the relaxation routine yields much more accurate 

results (dashed lines): after the relaxation, the T  and X  flows are nearly zero, the 

C flow is at 1/10, and the D flow remains essentially zero.

Figure 3.26 displays the ingredients used by the relaxation algorithm to con

verge to an accurate inversion. The inverted but unrelaxed “SVD flow,” from the 

SVD and SVD-solution routines, is shown in the upper left corner. In the plot, 

the four flow components are plotted side-by-side, T, X,C, D , with time increasing
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X o t e a c h  s te p , su m m e d  on 1 2 0 2 2  ite ra tio n s .

T -flow : O riginal (so lid ) S c  R elaxed (d a sh )

0.005

C—flow: Original (so lid ) S c  R elaxed  (d a sh )__________
0 .1 0  ^  _  __  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -

0.06 -  -

0.04 -  -

0.02 -  -

o. nnh— -............................—  ..
0 20 40 60 80

f_2*1 (so lid ) S c  g_2M  (d a sh )

X -flow : Original (so lid ) S c  R elaxed (d a sh )

0.005

-0 .005

D -flow : Original (so lid ) S c  R e laxed  (d a sh )

-1x10 '

Figure 3.25: Test !version: Graphs. Proceeding from left to right in each row from 
top to bottom, plotted quantities are, as a function of time step: the coefficients 
of the null space added to the SVD flow to yield the relaxed flow; the time series 
of quadrupole moments; and one plot for each flow component, T ,X ,C ,  and D, 
with both unrelaxed (solid) and relaxed (dashed) results for each flow component.
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S V =  " V = "  r u o w

Figure 3.26: Test !version: Surface Plots. Proceeding from left to right in each 
row from top to bottom, plotted surfaces are: SVD flow components, T, V, C, D 
from left to right, with time step increasing into the page; null flow components, 
T, X, C, D from left to right, with time step increasing into the page; unsealed 
coefficients multiplied by null space to yield relaxed flow; relaxed flow components, 
T, A", C, D from left to right, with time step increasing into the page. In the 
unrelaxed flow, T  and X  components oscillate and C is essentially zero; in the 
relaxed flow, C is the only nonzero component.
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along the axis that runs into the page and left, toward the vertical (z) axis. The 

oscillations in the T  and X  components dominate the SVD flow. In the upper right 

corner, the null flow at each time step is shown. It is clearly dominated by the 

C component at each step, which means the data constrain the C flow relatively 

weakly. The relaxation algorithm multiplies the null flow at each time step by the 

(unsealed) constants plotted at lower left and adds the result to the SVD flow to 

yield the relaxed flow at lower right.

Once the relaxed flow has been found, the self helicity flux between times U 

and ti+i is'found from equation (2.56),

dfj(SELF)
dt

*1+ 1 /2

(3.67) '

where the bar denotes an average taken over values measured at U and ti+1.

Application to Data

To convey how the relaxation code behaves with actual data, we save a few 

words and show several plots of actual results. With data, the time series of 

shape coefficients does not vary as smoothly as in the test case; see figure 3.27, 

upper left. The flow components from the SVD and SVD-solution routines before 

relaxation are shown as solid lines in the bottom four panels of figure 3.27. The flow
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X o t e a c h  s te p , su m m e d  on  1 9 8 5  ite ra tio n s .

0.0006

0.0004

o.ooo:
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X -flow : O riginal (so lid ) <Sc Relaxed (d a sh )

I .OxlO4 2.0x104 3.0x104 4 .0xl O4 S.OxlO4

C -flow : Original (so lid ) S c  R e laxed  (d a sh )

6.0xi o4 I.Ox 104 2.0x104 3.0x104 4.0x104 5.0x10* 6.0x104

I .Ox 104 2.0x104 3.0x104 4.0x104 S.OxlO4 6.0x104
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- 0.0002

-0.0004

-0 .0006
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Figure 3.27: !version of Data: Graphs. Proceeding from left to right in each 
row from top to bottom, plotted quantities are, as a function of time step: the 
coefficients of the null space added to the SVD flow to yield the relaxed flow; 
the time series of quadrupole moments; and one plot for each flow component, 
T, X,  C, and D, with both unrelaxed (solid) and relaxed (dashed) results for each 
flow component.
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components after relaxation are shown with dashed lines. Only the C component

Figure 3.28: Inversion of Data: Surfaces. Proceeding from left to right in each 
row from top to bottom, plotted surfaces are: SVD flow components, T, X,  C, D 
from left to right, with time step increasing into the page; null flow components, 
T, X,  C, D from left to right, with time step increasing into the page; unsealed 
coefficients multiplied by null space to yield relaxed flow; relaxed flow components, 
T, X, C, D from left to right, with time step increasing into the page. The C 
component in the relaxed flow is larger than the C component in the unrelaxed 
flow.

of the flow changes significantly; figure 3.28 helps explain why. (The plots in this 

figure are the analogs of those in figure 3.26, and the axes are defined in the same 

way.) The relaxation algorithm only modifies the unrelaxed flow (shown at upper
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left) in ways unconstrained by the data, i.e., by flows in the null space. And the 

null space (shown at upper right) is dominated by the C component of the flow. So 

the relaxed flow (shown at lower right) exhibits properties of the unrelaxed flow, 

but with a nonzero C component.

Having seen the results of the SVD, SVD-solution, and relaxation routines, 

how do we know these results are accurate? We cannot know the answer to. this 

question, but we can make sure our results are plausible and robust in the sense 

that they are reproducibile.

First, we address one striking feature of the time series of T, X  and D inverted

flow components: the presence of large-amplitude spikes. We note that these spikes

in the inverted flows correspond to spikes in the time series of shape coefficients; see 
/

figure 3.27. Both spikes and discontinuous jumps are seen in the time series of shape 

coefficients. Ideally, we could provide physical explanations for these “glitches,” to 

demonstrate tliat they are not artifacts of our tracking methods. Errors in tracking 

-  mislabelling different fluxes as the same flux -  would cause sudden jumps in the 

time series of shape coefficients, but not spikes. One physical explanation for the 

sudden changes in shape coefficients might be the deformation of flux elements due 

to collisions and fragmentations. To determine if they are responsible, we plotted 

the time series of shape coefficients for a few tracked fluxes, and overplotted t imes 

at which collisions and fragmentations occured, or in which gaps from missing
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oi bad data existed. (Data were taken as “missing” if the elapsed time between

tracking steps was more than 30 seconds longer than the nominal five minutes, 

and no “bad” magnetograms were encountered in the five magnetogram average.)

One such plot is shown in figure 3.29. In this case, discontinuities in the shape

F^ 1 (sol id) &  G^ 1 (dots)

m mrm m

150 200 250

Self Helicity Flux

-4x10'

- 6 x 1 0 '

X flow (sol id)  &  I  flow (dots) C flow

step # step ff

Figure 3.29: Spikes & Flux Element Disruptions. Proceeding from left to right in 
each row, from top to bottom, plots are: Tracking step vs. shape coefficients 
(solid) and (dots), and steps with missing or bad data marked with “m” and 
“b,” respectively, and steps with collisions and fragmentations marked with “c” 
and “f,” respectively; self-helicity flux of the element, in Mx2/s; the relaxed T  and 
X  flow components; and the relaxed C flow component.

coefficients correlate with disruptive events in the tracking of the flux element.
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Second, we should verify that the magnitudes of inverted velocities are phys

ically plausible. One relevant published value is .3 km/s for typical flow speeds 

in supergranules (Hathaway et al. 2000), which should probably be interpreted as 

a typical speed for a magnetic element’s center-of-flux. Since our measured flows 

are in the comoving frame of each flux element -  the frame moving with the super- 

granular flow -  we expect our inverted flows to be considerably less than .3 km/s. 

The flows returned by our inversion alorithm are the components of the Jacobian 

matrix (2.54), and have dimensions of [time]”1. To find a characteristic velocity, 

we must associate a length scale with this inverse time, and one natural scale is 

provided by the square root of each element’s areal extent. A typical C flow value 

returned by the flow inversion algorithm is of order 10”3/step (see figure 3.29), and 

a typical flux size is ~  80 pixels (see table 3.2), of ~  442km on a side. Combining 

these results gives a typical flow speed of

10 3 step 
step 300s

15m/s ,

(9) (4.4 x IÔ m) (3.68)

(3.69)

which is reasonable.

Third, we have checked that the output is only weakly sensitive to small fluc

tuations in the data. Prior to performing SVD on the shape matrix, we passed
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the time series of quadrupole moments through a low-pass filter and found the 

flows returned to be similar to the flows obtained from the time series of unfiltered 

moments. In a separate test, we perturbed the quadrupole moments with pseudo

random noise (a sequence of uncorrelated numbers with mean of 0 and standard 

deviation of I), mulitiplied by the error in the measured values of the moments, 

and found the output of the perturbed and unperturbed runs to be substantially' 

similar again. This method is actually used to put error bars on our results; see 

Appendix C.

Fourth, the result of the relaxation routine on the flows returned by the SVD 

and SVD-solution routines is insensitive to additions of null flows -  as it should 

be. To demonstrate this, we multiplied the null space at each time step by noise 

and added the result to the SVD flow prior to relaxation; the perturbing flow was 

noticeably larger in magnitude than the SVD flow to which it was added. The 

relaxed perturbed flow was found to be identical to the relaxed unperturbed SVD 

flow.

Finally, we address the sensitivitiy of the results of the relaxation algorithm to 

the handling of the endpoints of the interval on which the relaxation takes place. 

Because the relaxation process is diffusion-like, information propagates along the 

time series of flows. Hence, if we somehow had data outside the interval over 

which we recorded the quadrupole moments, this would likely influence our results.
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To test the sensitivity of our results to this effect, we divided our time series 

into subintervals and relaxed the data within each subinterval. The results are 

shown in figure 3.30. The mismatch between the relaxed complete interval and

- 0.00

Figure 3.30: Relaxation of Subintervals. In the top plot, we show the unrelaxed 
C flow (dotted) and relaxed C flow (solid) for a flux element over its entire 15 
hour tracking sequence. In the bottom three panels, we show the unrelaxed C 
flow (dotted) and the C flow obtained by relaxing the original flow in three non
overlapping 5-hour subintervals (solid).

the relaxed subintervals is obvious. Evidently, data outside the interval over which 

the relaxation is applied can affect the result within the interval. Despite this 

shortcoming in our method, we use our assumption that the flow varies relatively
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slowly in time to argue that the relaxed flow would not be too different if we did 

have observations over a longer interval.

Fortunately, the effect of an endpoint values on the relaxed flow over, the entire 

interval is limited. We determined this by separately fixing each endpoint in two 

relaxation runs, and comparing these relaxed flows with those obtained by first 

fixing neither endpoint and then fixing both endpoints in two other relaxation 

runs. The results of the runs in which one endpoint was fixed are shown in figure 

3.31; the results of the runs with neither and both endpoints fixed are shown in 

figure 3.32. Since the solution at the unpinned ends in the separately-pinned 

runs matches the solution in the run in which neither end was pinned, we conclude 

that the effect of a perturbation at one end of a long time series does not affect 

the solution far away. In dealing with the endpoints, we therefore take what we 

presume is the most natural approach, and leave the endpoints unpinned in each 

relaxation.

In our analyses of the plausibility and robustness of the results of our inversion 

routines, we have found nothing to suggest that our results are not credible.
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Figure 3.31: Relaxation with Left & Right Endpoints Fixed. These plots show the 
relaxed flows obtained by keeping the left endpoint fixed (dotted) and the right 
endpoint fixed (solid) in two separate relaxation runs. The flow components shown 
are, clockwise from upper left, T, X, C, and D. The abscissae are in time steps.
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Figure 3.32: Relaxation with Neither & Both Endpoints Fixed. These plots show 
the relaxed flows obtained by keeping neither endpoint fixed (dotted) and both 
endpoints fixed (solid) in two separate relaxation runs. The flow components 
shown are, clockwise from upper left, T, X, C,  and D. The abscissae are in time 
steps.
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CHAPTER 4

P redicted Quiet-Sun Helicity Flux

The flux of magnetic helicity through the quiet sun can be predicted based upon 

the differential rotation.

Expected Mutual Helicity Flux in MDI Hi-Res FOV

Given a distribution of N  pairs of magnetic flux elements, N+ of flux +T 0 and 

N -  of flux —$o, with N  =  N+ = AL, uniformly distributed,over a surface area A, 

the average spatial probability distribution T3i (X) of magnetic flux of each sign is 

constant, and given by

T3i (X) ± N  ± N
A "  47rM ' (4.1)

where R q is the Sun’s radius. The expectation value of the mutual helicity flux 

for all elements is the sum of expectation values of mutual helicity fluxes for all i 

flux elements,

dR _  JL rW --
(4.2)

( ~ >  =  E E ( ^ ) 1
i

which is really a double sum: an inner sum over all “other” j  fluxes rotating about
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the ith flux element, and a sum over i. Writing out Hij in terms of Qj , P±(xj), 

and P j-(Xj ) gives

where Cli j  is the rotational velocity of the j'th flux about the %th we defined in 

Chapter 2,

%(Xi,Xj) =  ^v(Xj ) -  v(x t)j - ^ x  '

Using Qi = Qj =  $ 0 , and substituting in the definition of P(x) gives

(^ r ) =  ~ 1dAi I  JAjfiij(XuXj)
s ------------------------------------------------v-------------------------------------------------'

+■/+ mutual pairings

+  ^ £ 2  f J A i  J J A j f l i j ( X i , Xj )
^  ^  .1 ™ I. . I I I I . ,S

+ /- mutual pairings

-  (jV~j412)’t ° J d A i J d A jSlij(Xh Xj ) .
' -------------------:-------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- '

-/- mutual pairings

d *  " ^ 4 2 "  J  J A i  J  J A j f l i j ( X i j X j ) ,

- / + mutual pairings

where we have evaluated the sums over flux elements by grouping the fluxes in the 

inner and outer sums according to their signs. The requirement in the second sum 

that j  ^  i means there is one more term in each of the “heterogenous” (+ /- and

(4.4) .

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)
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V+) pairings than in each of the “homogenous” (+ /+  and -/-) pairings. Since 

these two types of pairings are of opposite sign, most terms in the summation 

cancel, leaving only

dH Q2 I r r
= 2 N ^  A5" J dAi J  > (4.9)

' ---------- --- -------------------- v----------------------------------- '

=n,avg. rel. rotation

where we have defined the “average relative rotation rate” per pair of fluxes, H, to 

be the spatially-averaged value of f2y.

This argument depends sensitively upon the balance between the numbers of 

positive and negative fluxes, N+ and AT, respectively. If there is an imbalance in 

the numbers of flux elements in our field of view, then the coefficient H0 = 2N$l  

in front of equation (4.9) will change. Assuming all flux elements still contain 

identical amounts of flux 3>0, the general expression for the coefficient is

H0 = -2®2
N+

+
AL

-ALAT+

\ 2 ) 2 y
-

=  2 4 q w -I (A iV )2]

(4.10)

(4.11)

where A N  = N+ — AL is the imbalance in flux elements, and N  — (N+ +  AL)/2' 

is the average number of fluxes of one sign. If |AA"| > x/T/V, the sign of the 

coefficient H0 flips.
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Assuming that N± obey Poisson statistics, and averaging over an ensemble of 

sets of flux elements for which (AN)  — 0 by assumption, we can estimate the 

standard deviation in AN,

o ln  =  (AA^)-(AAT)S (4.12)

= (AT+ -  2Arf AL +  Ar!) -  0 (4.13)

=  (ATS) -  2(Ar+AT_) 4- (JVjl) (4.14)

=  Ar2 +  AT -  2(AT+) (AL) + Ar2 +  Ar (4.15)

=  2 #  , (4.16)

where we have used (A±) — N, (N±) =  AT2 +  AT, and (AT+AL) =  (N+){NJ). The 

implication of this result is that 32% of the time | AAT| should exceed y/2N, as this 

is one standard deviation from its mean.

In fact, this estimate of the standard deviation in \ AN\  can be converted to an 

estimate of the standard deviation in H0,

a H0 — I 6^ o tc7Ar +  ^ a n I

=  16$5[jV +  IjV]

=  ,

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4,19)
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where we have used <j 2n = (N2) -  (N)2 = N. Combined with an average relative 

rotation rate, this result can be used to predict the standard deviation in the 

mutual helicity flux.

the MDI “hi-res” FOV, which is centered near IO0IV latitude (heliocentric), near 

the disk’s central meridianj and is approximately 37° on a side.

We define a right-hand coordinate system in which x points in the direction 

of rotation, toward, the Sun’s west limb, 5 is normal to the surface, and y points 

north. Then the rotation rate can be expressed as a function of y,

Average Relative Rotation Rate

To estimate f2, we assume the tangent plane approximation is valid throughout

(4.20)

where the rotation coefficients are

f̂ o =  - +14.05 deg/day = 2.838 x 10 6 rad/s (4.21)

D2 =  —1.492 deg/day = —3.013 x 10 7 rad/s

D4 =  —2.606 deg/day =  —5.264 x 10 7 rad/s ,
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from Snodgrass (1984), as quoted by Stix (1989).

Using equation (4.4) to write an expression for the relative rotation rate with 

this velocity field, we have

iMDI z l Fj a  Fr1A M v j) -  %W)(% -  Vi)W  (%, _ % . ) 2 _ % . ) 2
(4.22)

x

dA,- ' ( V j - V i )

(3; -  %i)2 +  (% -  ^i)^
Vj_

R q
n 0 + a , ^

2
+

+ O2 (4.23)

In Appendix B, we calculate the values of f l MDi for our data sets. Substituting 

a typical value of f2MDi =  IO-4 rad/s into equation (4.9) to find the expected rate 

of mutual helicity flux through the MDI field of view, we have

d%(MUT)
A----Z ----/

$2
2 N ^ n MDI

.(500) (3 x lO^Mx^) (IO-4S-I) 

2 x 10^Mx^/s .

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26) .

From equation (4.19), we predict the standard deviation in the mutual helicity flux
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to be

( crCitH fd t)  —  V24IV—-O mdi
TI

(4.27)

-  (75) (3 x lO^Mx=:) (I(Ms-I) (4.28)

~  2x lO ^Nbf/s  . (4.29)

In these calculations, we have estimated that the number of flux elements in the 

full'MDI hi-res field of view to be IVmdi ~  500 elements, or IVpair ~  250 pairs. We 

have also assumed a typical flux size of <h0 ~  3 x IO18 Mx, in accordance with the 

observations of Schrijver et al. (1997) and this work (see table 3.2).

Expected Self Helicity Flux in MDI FOV

While the local flow in which each flux element is immersed might not precisely 

reflect global trends in the photospheric flow field, some properties of large-scale 

flows probably manifest themselves at smaller scales. Consequently, we suspect 

the differential rotation might produce a nonzero self helicity flux, as a byproduct 

of the latitudinal shear in the rotation rate.

To make a rough estimate of the self helicity flux from this effect, we average
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equation (2.56),

4- (4.30)

>̂2 ,•,% ^ 2 , n
(— O ) - ( - - X F ^ ) +  ( - - T G 1̂ )  , (4.31)

over the solar surface. We assume the only average surface velocity is that due to 

the rotation, given by equations (4.20) and (4.21).

We treat the last two terms in (4.31) first. Since X  and T  flows are divergence- 

free, such flows do not tend to concentrate or diffuse flux, meaning we can take 

the average .over flux in each term separately, e.g.,

, (4.32)

and similarly for the T G ^  term. While figure 3.11 and the discussion of the

asymmetries in the distributions of the measured shape coefficients suggest that

( i f ’} £  0 (4 3̂3)

(G f)  £ . 0  ,

d#(SELP)

' J t  '

(4.34)
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we have no theoretical basis with which to characterize this effect, and assume

(dl)> = o

(G f)  =  0 .

The assumed average photospheric flow field, due only to the rotation, lacks 

any systematic T  component, such that

\

(T) =  O . (4.37)

Thus, (T) and ( G ^ ) vanish separately; for simplicity, we assume that they are not 

correlated with each other, and take

(T G ^ ) =  O . (4.38)

From equation (4.20), we see that the velocity field has only one non-zero deriva

tive, dvx/dy. From equation (2.53), this implies ^

(4.35) 

, (4.36)

X - C f O . (4.39)
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Since dvyjdx  = O corresponds to

X  + C = Q , (4.40)

'
we know X  = - C ^ Q .  (This point was briefly addressed in chapter 2, in equation 

[2.57.]) We again invoke simplicity’s sake, and assume that the approximation 

made in equation (4.35) means that the average contribution of X F ^  also van

ishes,

(XfW ) =  0 , (4.41)

despite the nonzero X  flow..

So, in our crude average, the self helicity flux arises entirely from the G term. 

Accordingly, we are left with

As in equation (4.32), we approximate the combined average as separate averages 

over flux and flow,

($2(7) ^  ($2)(C,)  ̂ (4 43)

neglecting for simplicity convincing evidence (Wang, 1995, and Simon, 1994) that 

the strongest curl flows occur in regions of negative divergence (downflow lanes),
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which tend to concentrate flux (Simon et. al. 1988). To the extent that concen

trations of flux and strong curl flows are positively correlated, this approximation 

makes our estimate of the self helicity flux a lower bound.

ponent of the vorticity, ujr, from the differential rotation profile. Recall that, with 

a velocity field v(0, </>), we have

We use the tangent plane approximation, meaning vx =  Vtfl and Vy =  V9 . In the 

assumed flow, from equations (4.20) and (4.21), vy =  v9 is zero. To calculate 

an average value IUr , we integrate u r over the MDI window, and divide by the" 

integrated solid angle. The lack of azimuthal dependence implies that only the 

6>-variation contributes to the result,

To compute (C) , we equate the C component of the flow with the radial com-

(4.44)

(4.45)

d9 sin 6 (4.46)

2%(cos9_ (4.47)

( sin2 #(f20 +  O2 cos2 6 +  O4 cos4 61)
2 (cos (!L — cos#+) (4.48)
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From the tangent plane approximation,

cos 6 = y /R e (4.49)

sin 9 = -  (y/Ro)2 . (4.50)

Since a small colatitude Q corresponds to a high y value in the plane of the sky, 

the limits become cos =  y+/Ro,  and cos 9+ =  y_/jRQ, and the result flips sign, 

since dy oc —d6. We can then rewrite equation (4.48) as

ov = 2(y+ -  y - ) (l1 - (§)2) +n4§ )2+
(4.51)

The value of aJMDi for the full MDl FOV, at 6 x IO-7 radians/second, was typical 

of the data sets’ values. Assuming, as before, that the FOV contains Vmdi ~  500 

elements, and a typical element contains ~  3 x IO18 maxwells of flux, we predict 

the self-helicity flux from the vorticity present in the differential rotation to be on 

the order of

d%(SELF)
\ / N — WmdiTT (4.52)

(500) (3 x 10^Mx^)(6 x IQ-V^) (4.53)
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~  1 0 33M x 2 / s  , (4.54)

two orders of magnitude lower- than the mutual helicity flux.
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CHAPTER 5 

Results

In this chapter, we present the measured mutual and self helicity fluxes, and com

pare them. The methods used to determine the presented errors are discussed 

at length in Appendix C. For both helicities, we present tables of the statistical 

properties of the observed fluxes, and graphs of the observed fluxes in each data 

set.

Mutual Helicity .

In table 5.1, we summarize the statistical properties of the measured fluxes of 

mutual helicity from the data sets. In the first column, we show the unweighted 

average of the mutual helicity flux for each set,

( M j d t ) t = £ ( < i ? 4 M ) / £ ( i )

k ~ l  k ~ l
I Nt

-  JVt S  (dMk/dt'j , (5.1)
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and the square root of the variance of the helicity flux,

s =
\  ( w - i )

53 {dUk/dt -  (dUfdt)^2
k = l

(5.2)

The subscript t on the angle brackets denotes an average over time;, the summation 

index, k, is summed over the number of time steps in each tracking run, Nt.

But this method of calculating a typical value for the mutual helicity flux does 

not include any information about measurement errors. To remedy this deficiency, 

we also calculate the weighted average mutual helicity flux for each data set,

(dH/dt)„ = Y j (dUk/d t /a ty I  Y ( l I aI) ■ (5.3)
k = l  k = l

and its average error, . ' . '
Nt

l / d 2 = 5 3 (1 /4 )  , (5.4)
k—1

by weighting with the measured errors, which we denote with the subscript a on 

the angle brackets. As in the unweighted average, each sum on k runs over the Nt 

steps in each tracking run.

Both average values of mutual helicity flux in each tracking run are negative. In 

most of the data sets, the weighted average values for the mutual-helicity flux are 

smaller than the unweighted averages. This implies that the errors in the helicity
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Data Set # (dHf dt)t ±  s (dH/dt)^ ±  a median(d%/dt) {dUf dt)pp ±  Opp
I -.443 ±80.63 -.0187 ±4.29 -6.85 -.00457 ±  1.05

2a -10.2 ±328 -3.26 ±5.34 6.39 -.637 ±  1.04
2b -41.7 ±313 -16.1 ±4.79 -2.75 -3.14 ±  .936
2c -93.5 ±590 -116 ±  13.5 -86.2 -22.7 ±2.64
3 -9.78 ±48.0 -5.92 ±1.99 -6.09 -2.31 ±  .777

Table 5.1: Mutual Helicity Fluxes. Several properties of the time series of mutual 
helicity flux from the data sets are shown: the unweighted average flux and its stan
dard deviation (1033Mx2/s), the weighted average flux and its error (IO33Mx2yZs), 
the median flux (IO33Mx2zZs), and, in the final column, the average mutual helicity 
flux per pixel and its error (1028Mx2/s).

fluxes are larger for larger helicity fluxes, diminishing their contribution to the 

weighted average.

Both methods of averaging are used to estimate the mean mutual helicity flux. 

Such averages could be dominated by a few flux elements with large values of 

helicity flux of either sign. To check if such a bias is present, we also computed 

the median value of the helicity flux for each tracking run, which is given in the 

third column of the table. The median helicity fluxes compare to the two averages 

differently in each data set; no trend is obvious.

To account for the different fields of view in the data sets (see table 3.1), have 

also calculated a per-pixel mutual helicity flux, ((Hifdt)pp, and its error, dpp, by 

normalizing the weighted-average helicity flux and its error in each tracking run 

by the number of pixels in that run.

For each of the five tracking runs, we plotted the time series of mutual helicity 

flux and the fourier transform of that series in figures 5.1 - 5.6. (Note that the
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Differentiol Mutuol Helicity Flux, dH /dt

1.0 * 1 0 4 2 .0 *  10 4  3 .0 * 1 0 4  4 .0 * 1 0 4 5 .0 *  10 4 6 .0 *  10 4
T im e I [ s e c .] F re q . [m H z]

Figure 5.1: Mutual Helicity Flux in Set #  I. a) Mutual helicity flux versus time. 
The solid line is the result of removing high-frequency fourier modes from the time 
series. Average flux rate is slightly negative, ~  - IO32Mx2/s. b) Fourier transform 
of time series in a).

2.0x1036
D ifferential Mutual Helicity Flux, d H /d t

-2 .0 X 1 0 36

a)
2 * IO 4  4 * 10 4

T im e t [ s e c .]
6 * 1 0 4 B x IO 4

b)

Figure 5.2: Mutual Helicity Flux in Set #  2a. a) Mutual helicity flux versus time. 
The solid line is the result of removing high-frequency fourier modes from the time 
series. Average flux rate is negative, ~  -1 0 34Mx2/s. b) Fourier transform of time 
series in a).
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Differentiol Mutuol Helicity Flux, dH /dt

a)
2 x 104 4 x 1 0 4 G x lO 4

T im e t [ s e c .]
G x lO 4 I x l O 5

b)

Figure 5.3: Mutual Helicity Flux in Set #  2b. a) Mutual lielicity flux versus time. 
The solid line is the result of removing high-frequency fourier modes from the time 
series. Average flux rate is negative, ~  —IO34Mx2jZs. b) Fourier transform of time 
series in a).

D ifferentiol Mutual Helicity Flux, d H /d t

F re q . [m H z]

Figure 5.4: Mutual Helicity Flux in Set #  2c. a) Mutual helicity flux versus time. 
The solid line is the result of removing high-frequency fourier modes from the time 
series. Average flux rate is negative, ~  —IO34Mx2/s. b) Fourier transform of time 
series in a).
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Differential Mutual Helicity Flux, dH/dt

T im e t [ s e c .]

Figure 5.5: Mutual Helicity Flux in Full Set #  3. a) Mutual helicity flux versus 
time. The solid line is the result of removing high-frequency fourier modes from 
the time series, b) Fourier transform of time series in a). Larger fluxes moved into 
the field of view near the end of the tracking (compare figures 3.4 and 5.7), which 
swamped the signal. Accordingly, we truncated the data set at 2.7 x IO-4 seconds 
and repeated our analyses.

D ifferential M utual Helicity Flux, d H /d t

S-OxlO3 LOxlO4 LSxlO4 2.0x104 2.5x104 J.OxlO4
T im e t [ s e c . ]  I

LO
F re q . [m H z]

Figure 5.6: Mutual Helicity Flux in Truncated Set #  3. a) Mutual helicity flux 
versus time. The solid line is the result of removing high-frequency fourier modes 
from the time series, b) Fourier transform of time series in a). Larger fluxes that 
moved into the field of view near the end of the tracking have yet to appear. The 
average helicity flux is negative, ~  —1034Mx2/s.
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Figure 5.7: Magnetogram Late in Tracking Run #  3. A five-magnetogram average 
image from data set #  3, after 45 hours of tracking. Larger fluxes have rotated 
into the FOV; cf., figure 5.8.

O 200 400 600 800 1000

Figure 5.8: The last five-magnetogram average used from data set #  3, after 
tracking for 7.5 hours. Larger fluxes are just beginning to rotate into the FOV, at 
far left.
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scale' on which the mutual helicity flux is plotted varies among the runs.) In each 

plot of the helicity flux, the solid line is the helicity flux after low-pass filtering.

The time series are highly oscillatory, but the sets’ fourier transforms share 

no obvious features. Apparently, the temporal variations in helicity flux lack any 

obvious order. For data set #1, which exhibits a relatively strong peak near 1/15 

minutes (~  1.1 mHz), we took fourier transforms of positive and negative flux 

elements’ horizontal, vertical, and angular displacements, and saw no peaks at a 

similar frequency.

Most of the error bars are smaller than the excursions of the helicity flux from 

zero. Consequently, it is not the case that the measured helicity flux in each data 

set is consistent with a net flux of no helicity. Instead, it must be the case that the 

flux of helicity oscillates about zero, but is not zero in general. To quantify this, 

we calculated the value x2 over each data set of N  measurements,

XL = E ( fttV ftmodet) 2 ■ (5.5)
k - 1 v  a i  J

where is the measured helicity flux at time tk, Amodel = 0 is the helicity flux 

assumed in our “no flux” model, and cr* is the error at tk. We then computed the 

value -P(XobsM) the probability that, given v = N  degrees of freedom, a “correct” 

model’s Xcorrect would be less than x2bs- every data set, P(XobsIiy) = assuming
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^modei =  0. In other words, the “no flux” model with Gaussian deviations of sizes 

equal to ak., the measurement error at each time step, seems to be ruled out.

A different model, in which the the data were assumed to be Gaussian excur

sions of size ak about the mean helicity flux, Hmodel = ((ITifdt)t, was also ruled out 

by a similar analysis in every data set.

It might be the case that the error bars on the measurements were mistakenly 

calculated to be too small; the methods used to estimate the errors are outlined 

in Appendix C. Or it might be the case that the measured mutual helicity fluxes 

are indeed random fluctuations about a mean, but that some component of the 

fluctuations are due to something other than measurement error.

We conclude that the mutual helicity flux in the quiet sun at low latitudes in 

the northern hemisphere is intrinsically variable, with an approximate amplitude 

given by the typical standard deviation in the helicity flux rate, Spp ~  I O29Mx2/s 

per pixel.

Contributions to Helicity Flux

The mutual helicity flux between a pair of flux elements, from equation (2.18),

- j f -  = , ' (5.6)
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depends on the relative angular velocities of the elements, and their fluxes. To 

understand Our results, we investigated the contributions of each of these to the 

total helicity flux.

We expect that, on average, the sense of relative rotation among the fluxes in 

each data set should be in a right-hand sense, from the differential rotation profile 

in the low-latitudes of the northern hemisphere over which the data sets extend. 

To check this, we binned the flux elements by latitude, and computed the average 

angular rotation of “other” fluxes about.each flux in each time step, and plotted 

the average value in each bin in the left panels of figures 5.9 - 5.13. In these plots, 

a right-hand rotation corresponds to a positive angular velocity. Evidently, not all 

rotations are primarily in the right-hand sense: the integral of the plotted line is 

positive in some data sets, and not in others. Referring to table 3.1, these plots 

suggest that the relative rotation is more likely to be right-handed in data sets 

with more coverage of the northern hemisphere. In a particular comparison, the 

relative rotation in data set #  I with its higher-latitude coverage, is more positive 

than the sense of rotation in set #  3, which covers lower-latitudes.

Since the measured angular velocities are quite small, but some of the fluxes are 

quite large, we wondered if the mutual helicity flux signal was dominated by small, 

random, relative angular velocities in pairings of large fluxes. To investigate this, 

we calculated the “normed helicity flux” about every flux element Ti, by summing
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S  2 .0 x 1 0 "

L a titu d e  o f  Flux i [H elio . D eg .]

N orm ed Helicity Flux vs. M agnetic Flux

Figure 5.9: Contributions to Helicity Flux in Set #  I. a) Averaged rotation rate 
about each flux, as a function of latitude, with positive rotations in the right-hand 
sense; b) the mutual helicity flux of each flux element, divided by that element’s 
flux, as a function of flux.

over the “other” elements <f>j that rotated about at time step fc, and dividing 

by
r li- /; ,  I _  rl'U  ,

(5.7)
d tii,k  _  J _  dHij'ic

d t

Then, for all time steps, we then binned every element Qhk by its magnetic flux 

content and summed the normed helicity dtii^/dt  over all the elements in each 

bin. We have plotted the results in the right panels of figures 5.9 - 5.13. Evidently, 

most of the helicity flux is coming from the low-flux region of the flux distribution. 

Note that the plotted values of the normed helicity flux are not average values; 

it is the greater number of smaller fluxes that contributes to the greater flux of 

helicity at small flux values.

Since the majority of the helicity flux arises from the bulk of the population
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Avg. A ngulor V elocity v s . L atitude

I  2 .0 x 10 '

L a t itu d e  o f  Flux i [H ello . D eg .]

N orm ed Helicity Flux vs. M agnetic Flux

? 300

- 2 0  0 
Flux .* , [ 1 0 '"  Mx]

Figure 5.10: Contributions to Helicity Flux in Set #  2a. a) Averaged rotation rate 
about each flux, as a function of latitude, with positive rotations in the right-hand 
sense; b) the mutual helicity flux of each flux element, divided by that element’s 
flux, as a function of flux.

Avg. A ngular Velocity vs. L atitude

“ -100

L a titu d e  o f  Flux I [H ello . D eg .]

Figure 5.11: Contributions to Helicity Flux in Set #  2b. a) Averaged rotation rate 
about each flux, as a function of latitude, with positive rotations in the right-hand 
sense; b) the mutual helicity flux of each flux element, divided by that element’s 
flux, as a function of flux.
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Avg. A ngular Velocity vs. L atitude N orm ed  Helicity Flux vs. M agnetic Flux

V  - 5 0 0

L a titu d e  o f  Flux i [H ello . D eg .]

Figure 5.12: Contributions to Helicity Flux in Set #  2c. a) Averaged rotation rate 
about each flux, as a function of latitude, with positive rotations in the right-hand 
sense; b) the mutual helicity flux of each flux element, divided by that element’s 
flux, as a function of flux.

Avg. A ngular Velocity v s . L atitude

o  - 5 . 0 x 1 0 '

L a t itu d e  o f  Flux i [H ello . D eg .]

N orm ed  H elicity Flux vs. M agnetic Flux

F lux .* , [ 1 0 ,e Mx]

Figure 5.13: Contributions to Helicity Flux in Set #  3. a) Averaged rotation rate 
about each flux, as a function of latitude, with positive rotations in the right-hand 
sense; b) the mutual helicity flux of each flux element, divided by that element’s 
flux, as a function of flux.
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of flux elements, we conclude that the average signal we are seeing does not arise 

from random movements in large flux elements.

Since the relative rotation is predominantly right-handed, meaning the average 

relative rotation rate (f2y) between pairs of flux elements is positive, the negative 

sign of the average mutual helicity flux, taken with the discussion near equation

(4.11), implies that an imbalance in the numbers of flux elements exists in each 

FOV. In the first five-magnetogram averages In sets #  1,2a,2b,2c, and 3, the differ

ences in the numbers of flux elements of each sign, A N  =  N+—N ^  were 27,-26,-53, 

104, and 37, respectively. (These differences correspond to 39,-66,-69, 237, and 35 

of our archetypal 3 x IO18 Mx flux elements, respectively.) These imbalances in the 

numbers of flux elements are sufficient to explain the difference in sign between 

the predicted and observed mutual helicity fluxes in each data set.

Integral Mutual Helicity Flux

The temporal coverage of the data sets is limited, and falls near the minimum 

of the solar cycle. (Finding patches of quiet sun is easier near solar minimum!) 

Nonetheless, we can make an estimate of the absolute value of the whole-cycle,' 

quiet-sun flux of mutual helicity from our results. Using an average mutual helicity
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flux of IO34Mx2jZs, we have

^MDlIyc ~  IO34Mx2S ^lO8S)M D I , c y c (5.8)

~  IO42Mx2 (5.9)

through the full MDI field of view over an 11 year cycle. Since the longitudinal 

coverage of MDI’s full FOV is roughly 40° one can safely multiply by an order 

of magnitude to estimate the absolute value of the helicity flux integrated in the 

azimuthal direction,

The differential rotation profile’s latitudinal dependence implies that extrapo

lation of our results to higher latitudes  ̂ where they are not applicable, would not 

be wise. Consequently, we can only estimate the average helicity flux over the 

entire northern hemisphere crudely. Since the area in the northern hemisphere 

below 30° is half the total area, it seems unlikely that the magnitude of the mutual 

helicity flux integrated over the rest of the hemisphere, would much exceed our 

low-latitude value for the mutual helicity flux. This keeps the upper bound on the 

magnitude of mutual helicity flux through the northern hemisphere on the order 

of IO43Mx2. Since the sign of the mutual helicity flux might change across the rest 

of the hemisphere (see Chapter 4), it is possible that the total mutual helicity flux

(5.10)
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could actually vanish, or change sign.

Self Helicity

Having presented results for the measured mutual helicity flux, we now present 

those for the self helicity flux.

In table 5.2, we quantify some statistical properties of the distributions of self 

helicity fluxes in each data set. In the first column of the table, we show the time 

average of the number of fluxes tracked in each data set, given by

I JYf
(N )t = Tjr Y l  Nk , (5.11)

7 V t  k = i

where Nt is the number of steps in a run, and Nk is the number of flux elements 

at time tk.

In the second column of the table, we show the unweighted average values for 

the self helicity flux per element,

I N I
(OHfdt)ttl = ( ( d H / d t ) ^  =  -  £  £  d H ? /d t  , (5.12)

i=i Nt k=i

where the inner sum on k averages over the number of time steps N® that the 

zth flux was tracked, and the outer sum on i averages over the number N  of flux
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elements tracked. Also shown in the first column is the square root s of the variance 

of the set of self-helicity fluxes, from all elements at all time steps,

5 =  -  I) -  ( d n / d t ) ^ ) 2 . (5.13)

As in the mutual helicity flux case, we include information about error estimates 

in our estimate for the self helicity flux per flux element by computing weighted 

averages of the self-helicity flux in each tracking run. We begin by finding the 

weighted average flux in the Ah flux element,

( d t i / d t ) ?  = £ (
A i= I

dHk
dt

A c = I

(5.14)

and its error,

1/4 = E (1/4
k=l

(5.15)

where the sums on time step k run over the number of steps N^.  that flux i was 

tracked. We then averaged the average values over all the fluxes, with similar 

“instrumental weighting,”

N
W / d t ) ' , *  =  H d H f d t ) , ) t  =  ]T ( ( d H / d t W / a ^ ) /(!/<%)

i=l
(5.16)

to get the values shown in the third column of the table.
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An argument could be made that this “meta-average” over average self-helicity 

fluxes should be weighted by the lifetimes N$l) of the tracked fluxes, as the mean 

helicity flux ought to be more closely approximated if more measurements have 

been made. However, any correlation between flux element lifetime and self-helicity 

flux might skew the meta-average. Figure 5.14 illustrates the correlation between 

flux element lifetime and total unsigned magnetic flux, which, combined with the 

200

1 5 0

IH- 100
I

5 0

I O 17  IO 18  IO 19 1 0 2 0  1 0 21
Flux [Mx]

Figure 5.14: Steps Tracked as a Function of Flux. In data set #  2c, the number 
of five-minute steps each flux element was tracked increases with the unsigned 
magnetic flux in each element. In this tracking run, 180 steps were taken.

dependence of the self-helicity flux on the square of total magnetic flux, suggests 

just such a correlation between flux element lifetime and average self-helicity flux.

The weighted average values for the self-helicity are two to four orders of magni

tude smaller than the unweighted averages. Evidently, the errors in the self-helicity
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fluxes are considerably larger for larger helicity fluxes, which diminishes the con

tribution of large helicity fluxes in the weighted average.

As in the mutual helicity case, we have calculated the median self-helicity flux 

for each tracking run, for comparison with both averages. The median per-element 

self helicity fluxes, shown in column four of the table, are of the same order of 

magnitude as the weighted, averages, and are therefore many orders of magnitude 

less than the unweighted average fluxes.

Comparison the self-helicity flux rate with the mutual helicity flux rate, requires 

converting of the former’s “per-element” rate shown in columns two - four of table 

5.2 to a “per-pixel” rate. To do so, we divided the weighted average per-element 

rate by the number of pixels in each tracking run, and multiplied the result by the 

average number of elements per step in that tracking.run from column one. This 

averaging is necessary because, as figure 5.15 shows, more elements were tracked 

in longer runs. The resulting per-pixel average self-helicity flux rate, (dH/dt)pp, 

and its error, dpp, are given in the final column of the table.

In figure 5.16, we show typical time series of the self-helicity flux from flux 

elements in data sets #  I and 2a. The self-helicity flux shown in the right plot is 

that from the flux tracked in figure 3.29. Comparison between the time series of 

helicity flux and inverted flows in this case, and others, suggests that most of the 

helicity flux is due to “C” flow components.
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Figure 5.15: Elements Tracked as a Function of Tracking Duration. More elements 
were tracked in longer runs.

Set # (N)1 (d7ii/dt)t ±  s (d'Hi/dt)(T ±  a median((%/dt) (dUZdt)^ ±  dpp
I 194 .311 ±  1.17 5.35 ±2.75 5.15 2.54 ±  13.04

2a 246 -.0322 ±  1.21 2.46 ±2.10 -8.68 11.8 ±10.1
2b 256 .0225 ±2.42 -17.2 ±  1.78 -15.9 -86.0 ±8.96
2c 271 -.187 ±7.75 -1.87 ±2.18 -7.15 -9.89 ±  11.54
3 113 .0333 ±  1.14 13.1 ±5.32 41.5 57.6 ±  23.5

Table 5.2: Self Helicity Fluxes. For each data set, we show the average number of 
tracked fluxes at each step, the unweighted average self helicity flux per flux element 
and the square root of its variance s (IO32Mx2/s), the weighted average of the 
self helicity flux and its estimated error (1027Mx2/s), the median self helicity flux 
(1027Mx2/ s), and the self helicity flux per pixel and its estimated error (IO23Mx2yZs).
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Self Hellcity Flux from Element Self Helicity Flux, in Element I

2 * 10*  4 * 10*
Time t [sec .]

6 * 10 * 8x10*

Figure 5.16: d'Hl'SELF')/dt  Examples. Time series of self-helicity flux for individual 
flux elements from data sets #  I and #  2a, respectively.

In figures 5.17-5.21, we plot the time series of self-helicity fluxes for each data 

set, and the Fourier transform of each set’s self-helicity. In each case, the self 

helicity flux exhibits variations on timescales much longer than the five minute 

tracking cadence. In most cases, the amplitude of the total self-helicity flux is 

more than an order of magnitude greater than the helicity flux in individual flux 

elements.

The long timescale of variation of the helicity flux might be a result of the 

relaxation algorithm applied to the individual fluxes. The large error bars near 

the edges of the some of the left plots in figures 5.17-5.21 might also be artifacts 

of the relaxation algorithm, which has the potential for pathological variations at 

the endpoints of each interval on which the algorithm is applied, as discussed in

the last section of Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.17: Self Helicity Flux in Set #  I. a) Self helicity flux versus time, b) 
Fourier transform of time series in a).

The discrepancy in the self-helicity fluxes per element and per FOV suggests 

that “collective behaviors” might be present in the self helicity flux: many flux 

elements might be acting in concert to produce the observed, aggregate signals in 

figures 5.17a -5.21a. Investigations into this possibility are continuing.

A cursory investigation of the large error bars in figures 5.17a -5.21a shows them 

to be consistent with a flux of helicity equal to zero. A repetition of the x2 analysis 

used in our study of the mutual helicity flux to quantify the degree of consistency 

would not be appropriate in the self-helicity case, because the relaxation algorithm 

used in this case relates the measured helicity fluxes at different time steps, meaning 

they are not independent measurements.

Spatial Distribution of Self-Helicity Flux

In figures 5.22-5.26, we plot the time-integrated flux of self helicity as a function
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Figure 5.18: Self Helicity Flux in Set #  2a. a) Self helicity flux versus time, b) 
Fourier transform of time series in a).

a)

Figure 5.19: Self Helicity Flux in Set #  2b. a) Self helicity flux versus time, b) 
Fourier transform of time series in a).
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Figure 5.20: Self Helicity Flux in Set #  2c. a) Self helicity flux versus time, b) 
Fourier transform of time series in a).

6 x 103 3
D ifferential Self Helicity Flux, d H /d t

- 2 x i o 3 3

a)
5 .0 x 1 0 3  I .O x 10 4  I .S x lO 4  2 .0 x 1 0 4  2 .5 x 1 0 4 J .O x lO 4

T im e t [ s e c .] F re q . [m H z]

Figure 5.21: Self Helicity Flux in Set #  3. a) Self helicity flux versus time, b) 
Fourier transform of time series in a).
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of latitude. No latitudinal structure is obvious, other than a tendency for the 

magnitude of the observed helicity flux to diminish with increasing distance from 

the equator. This suggests that the flux of self helicity is not affected by the 

photospheric differential rotation. The error bars on these plots were found by 

adding the errors from the elements in each bin in quadrature.

H ello. L o t. [d e g ]

Figure 5.22: /dt  vs. Latitude, in Data Set #  I. Abscissa is in degrees of
heliocentric latitude, positive in the northern hemisphere.

Hello. L o t. [d e g ]

Figure 5.23: ^ (SELF) / ^  Vs. Latitude, in Data Set #  2a. Abscissa is in degrees of 
heliocentric latitude, positive in the northern hemisphere.
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H ello. L ot. [ d e g ]

Figure 5.24: / dt vs. Latitude, in Data Set #  2b. Abscissa is in degrees of
heliocentric latitude, positive in the northern hemisphere.

Hello. L ot. [ d e g ]

Figure 5.25: d'H(SELF)/dt vs. Latitude, in Data Set #  2c. Abscissa is in degrees of 
heliocentric latitude, positive in the northern hemisphere.
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H ello. L ot. [ d e g ]

Figure 5.26: /dt  vs. Latitude, in Data Set #  3. Abscissa is in degrees of
heliocentric latitude, positive in the northern hemisphere.

We have also studied other properties of the distribution of helicity fluxes in 

each data set. Scatter plots from data set #  I are shown in figre 5.27. In the 

first plot (preceding from right to left, in rows), we see that the absolute value 

of the average self helicity flux appears to be largely independent of latitude. In 

the second, we see that the average self helicity flux from each element goes as the 

first power of the unsigned magnetic flux in each element, such that $~ld'H/dt ~  

constant. This is interesting, because we might expect, based upon equation (2.56), 

that the flux of self helicity would vary as the square of magnetic flux. But we might 

also expect that the “mobility” of flux elements -  how easily they rotate or deform -  

is inversely proportional to their flux, which is related to their size. To investigate 

whether this d>+1 dependence in the self helicity arises from dependence of the 

quadrupole moments of flux elements on the total magnetic flux, we plotted the 

absolute values of the measured quadrupole moments as functions of the magnetic
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Figure 5.27: Scatter Plots of Self-Helicity Flux From Set #  I.
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fluxes in each element, and the self-helicity fluxes as functions of the quadrupole 

moments of each element. From these bottom-row plots, it appears that some part 

of the dependence of the self-helicity flux on magnetic flux is due to the larger to 

quadrupole moments of elements containing more unsigned magnetic flux.

Comparison of Mutual and Self Helicity Fluxes

To compare the self and mutual helicity fluxes, we calculated the helicity flux 

per pixel in each set. The per-pixel flux of mutual helicity is much greater than 

the per-pixel flux of self-helicity, by about four orders of magnitude.

Whereas all the average mutual helicity fluxes were negative, probably as a 

result of the arguments advanced below equation 4.11, the self-helicity fluxes had 

no preference for sign in the various average values calculated, or in median values.

In the plots of the time series of helicity fluxes, the absolute value of the self 

helicity flux hovered two orders of magnitude below the absolute values of the 

mutual helicity fluxes. The absolute value of the average mutual helicity flux, 

~  1034Mx2/ s, was higher than the amplitude of the fluctuations of self-helicity in 

all tracking runs save one, set #  2c. Consequently, we infer that the flux of total 

magnetic helicity (self +  mutual) is dominated by the flux of mutual helicity.

As the flux of mutual helicity flux can be attributed to the systematic operation
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of the differential rotation, while the self helicity flux appears random, the large 

differences in the observed flux rates are perhaps not surprising.

Archived Results

In the hope that the results from this work might prove useful in future studies, 

we have archived the essential data from our analysis routines into one array, called 

“results,” of structures, each called “result,” for each data set.

The structure fields in each “result” are:

o .label: integer label of flux element;

o .step: tracking step at which data was recorded;

o .mut: double-precision mutual helicity flux about this element between this 

step and next;

o .merr: double-precision error in same;

o .nmut: double-precision mutual helicity flux divided by this element’s abso

lute flux

o .self: double-precision self helicity flux from this flux element between this 

step and next;

o .serr: double-precision error in same;
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O .tflow: “T” flow component between this step and next 

o .terr: error in same

o .xflow: uX n flow component between this step and next 

o .xerr: error in same

o .cflow: "C" flow component between this step and next 

o .cerr: error in same

o .dflow: “D” flow component between this step and next 

o .derr: error in same

There is one structure for every time step of each flux element. All fields in the 

final structure for each tracked element (that for which there is no next step) are 

blank, except the “label” and “step” fields.
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CHAPTER 6 

D iscussion

Summary

This work tells two stories, that of the flux of mutual helicity through the 

photosphere, and that of the flux of self helicity through the photosphere. Here, 

we summarize the noteworthy observations. In the case of the mutual helicity 

flux, the observed time series was highly oscillatory, and was always negative in 

our tracking runs. The observations are inconsistent with both Gaussian deviations 

due to measurement errors about a mean of zero mutual helicity flux, and Gaussian 

deviations due to measurement errors about a mean mutual helicity flux rate equal 

to the average observed mutual helicity flux rate in each tracking run. Hence we 

conclude that the flux of mutual helicity is intrinsically variable. The average 

mutual helicity flux in all sets was negative, and on the order of 1034Mx2/s or more, 

though the fluctuations ranged up to 1036Mx2/s._ Our prediction for the average 

mutual helicity flux was in the range of IO35Mx2/s, at least an order of magnitude 

higher than the observed average flux rates in the data set. Our prediction for
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the standard deviation in the mutual helicity flux, however, matched the observed 

standard deviations very closely.

In the case of the self helicity flux, the time series in each data set varied on 

longer time scales than the mutual helicity flux, and there was not a clear sign 

preference in the measured self helicity fluxes. The amplitude and long time scale 

of variations in the self helicity flux might be evidence of correlations between 

different flux elements: in some cases, the total self-helicity flux over the MDI 

FOV greatly exceeds the typical flux of self-helicity from individual flux elements. 

This is still under investigation. In each data set, the majority of the error bars in 

the time series of measured self-helicity fluxes are consistent with zero self-helicity 

flux or each set’s average self helicity flux.

The predicted self-helicity flux was two orders of magnitude lower than the 

predicted mutual-helicity flux, but was still higher than the observed rate of self- 

helicity flux by another two orders of magnitude. Since our prediction for the 

self-helicity flux was based upon shear from the differential rotation acting upon 

individual flux elements, and we saw no evidence of this shear, the discrepancy 

between our predictions and our observations is understandable.

In all the tracking runs, the magnitudes of both the instantaneous and the av

erage fluxes of self-helicity were less than the corresponding mutual-helicity fluxes 

by about two and five orders of magnitude, respectively. Our predicted self helicity
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flux was lower than the predicted mutual helicity flux, in accordance with these 

results.

DeVore (2000) estimates' the whole-cycle flux of magnetic helicity in active- 

region fields to be IO44Mx2. Our estimates of the whole-cycle quiet-sun helicity 

flux rate, from equation (5.10), are on the order of IO43Mx2, an order of magnitude 

lower. This is remarkable when one considers that the whole-cycle emergence rate 

of quiet-sun magnetic fields, assuming a 40 hour replacement rate (see- Chapter
I '

I), is of the same order of magnitude as the whole cycle emergence rate of active 

region fields.

Additional. Results '

In addition to the primary results presented above, in the process of analyzing ■ 

our data we found two noteworthy results that were not directly relevant to our 

main area of inquiry. First, the shapes of quiet-sun flux elements in the MDI FOV 

are not random: there is a statistically significant excess of elements which run 

north-south or northeast-southwest (in the plane of the sky).

Second, when active region fields were present in the MDI FOV, the rate of 

mutual helicity flux was greatly enhanced. The implications of this last fact are 

unclear, as our technique for finding the mutual helicity flux is not directly ap
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plicable to active region fields, which contain more flux than quiet sun magnetic 

fields (see Chapter I). It might be that the larger magnetic flux in active region 

elements is enough to account for the larger flux of helicity.

One byproduct of this work is a database that might be mined for future 

investigations, of quiet-sun features. For each of the five tracking runs, we have 

stored the position, magnetic flux, quadrupole moments, and more, for each flux 

element. In addition, we have stored the flux of mutual helicity about each element, 

the flux of self helicity from each element, and our estimate of the local flow field 

in the co-moving frame of each element. We have also stored our estimates of the 

errors in each of these quantities.

Another byproduct of this work is a suite of tracking routines that might prove 

useful in other studies of the evolution of photospheric magnetic features. In par

ticular, these codes might be used to track the relative motions of active-region flux 

elements to look for large-scale relative rotations of the type that would generate 

a shear flow along the polarity inversion line (PIL) like that assumed by DeVore 

and Antiochos (2000) in their models of prominence formation. Further, mea

surements of the rotation of individual active region fluxes about their own axies 

might be used to estimate the Poynting flux of energy through the photosphere 

into the corona in active regions, which would be of interest in understanding the 

mechanics of flare triggers. With the launch of the high-resolution imaging vec
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tor magnetograph (IVM) on the joint-NASA/ISAS Solar-B satellite, it. might be 

possible to directly observe the evolution of magnetic elements’ vertical currents 

in response to changes in their shapes and orientations similar to those reported 

here.

Implications of Our Results

In Chapter I, we discussed several areas of active research in solar physics which 

might benefit from studying the flux of magnetic helicity through the photosphere 

in the quiet sun, among them dynamo modeling and the ultimate fate of active 

region flux. We now wish to consider what we can learn about these topics from 

our work.

Boozer has discussed the relevance of the flux of magnetic helicity to dynamo 

modeling in a series of papers; see his 1999 review. He has posited that a flux 

of magnetic helicity in the small-scale flow field might play an integral role in the 

solar dynamo. We presume such an effect, if present, would be detectable in our 

measurements of the self-helicity flux as a systematic bias toward self-helicity of 

a preferred sign in distinct spatial regions. We saw no systematic patterns in the 

spatial (or temporal) distribution of self-helicity flux. In fact,, all indications are 

that the flux is completely random in space.
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We also thought our results might have bearing on the ultimate fate of active 

region flux: patterns in the spatial distribution of self helicity flux in quiet-sun 

magnetic fields that show dependences similar to patterns in active region fields 

(e.g., the latitudinal variation in the distribution of current helicity) might be 

evidence for similar origins for both classes of magnetic fields. Investigations of 

the spatial distributions of self helicity flux from the braiding term in quiet-sun 

fields are still underway, but all results to date do not show the presence of any 

patterns commensurate with those in active region fields. Our results do not imply 

that there is no spatial variation in the distribution of magnetic helicity in quiet- 

sun fields, but, rather, that we have not detected systematic changes via braiding 

in whatever magnetic helicity the fluxes initially contained.

Conclusion

We set out to observationally and theoretically determine the rate of magnetic 

helicity flux through the photosphere in quiet sun magnetic fields. Two measure

ments were required to quantify the helicity flux rate: “relative rotation rates” for 

pairs of quiet-sun flux elements, and the’rates of rotation and deformation in indi

vidual quiet-sun flux elements. Measurements of these two quantities have not pre

viously been published, nor have measurements of the quiet-sun self-helicity flux.
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The measurements were challenging given the large number of features tracked and 

the difficult inversion process required to calculate the rotation and deformation 

rates in each element, respectively. .

The results of this study, the first to follow the evolution of the internal struc

ture of individual magnetic features in the quiet sun, were not all that we expected. 

Nonetheless, these results might improve our understanding of the origin and evo

lution of quiet-sun magnetic fields. And, further, it is hoped that the techniques 

employed to find these results, and the results themselves, might prove useful in 

future studies.
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APPENDIX A

KINETIC HELICITY fc ENERGY IN PHOTOSPHERIC FLOWS
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The kinetic helicity is defined as

T-Lk  =  J  d V h  — J  d V v  - V x v  . (A.I)

where we have defined the kinetic helicity density h  = v • V x v. The kinetic 

energy Ek  and its density per unit mass e are

Er  — p j  d V e = J  d V v  - v  .. (A.2)

Decomposing v into fourier modes,

v (x )=  /'d3&v(k)ea= , (A.3)

and working in fourier space means V -4 ik. We denote the fourier inverse of a 

quantity g(x) as g(k).

Rewriting the fourier transform of the kinetic helicity h  in component notation 

(with summations over like-indices implied), we have

(A.4)h ( k )  -  ik ivm (k ) v n (k)eimn ,
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and

e(k) =  ym(k)ym(k) . (A.5)

We now assume the turbulence in the solar interior can be approximated with 

the Kolmogorov scaling (see Choudhuri [1998] for a review). Strictly.speaking, this 

scaling does not apply, because it assumes isotropic, homogenous turbulence, which 

is clearly not the case in the stratified, rotating convective envelope of the Sun. 

Nonetheless, this crude approach should yield “zeroth order” result. Accordingly, 

the dependence on the wavevector becomes a dependence on the wavenumber, 

k and the power spectrum of the kinetic energy density scales as

The scaling of the kinetic helicity density becomes

h{k) ~  AT2/3 ,

(A.6)

(A.7)

meaning
-i
— ~  Co ,

where Co is a constant. One can interpret this scaling to mean that kinetic helicity 

cascades from large to small scales as illustrated in figure A.I, a schematic plot of
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Comporison of Scoled Densities of Kinetic Helicity & Kinetic Energy
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Figure A.I: Comparison of Scaled Kinetic Helicity & Kinetic Energy. A schematic 
plot of the densities of kinetic helicity and kinetic energy, scaled from their ratio C0 
at the smallest wavenumber, shows the cascade of kinetic helicity to small length 
scales.

the densities of kinetic helicity and kinetic energy.

To scale the plotted densities in the figure, we found the value of the constant 

Co by combining characteristic solar values at the largest scales. A recent study of 

the solar flow field by Hathaway et al. (2000) finds tentative observational evidence 

of “giant” cells in the solar flow field, which have a radius of ~  10 supergranule 

diameters, equivalent to ~  300 Mm, and lifetimes of ~  10 days. These cells would 

be the most likely to exhibit coriolis effects. But the power spectrum Hathaway 

et al. (2000) found is clearly dominated by supergranular flows, and appears 

Kolmogorov-like only for wavenumbers larger than those near the supergranule 

size, ksG ~  1/30 Mm. Accordingly, we use supergranular parameters for the
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length scale and flow rate, taking vsq ~  .5km/s. Since the coriolis force arises 

from the solar rotation, we. use a 24 day rotation period for the angular velocity, 

ui. We then have

ho L ~

Co ~

/  27r REV d h X /.5km 
VREV 2 4 7 24h3600s/ 

.Skm j2

^  ~  .2 .

(30Mm (A.9) 

(A.10) 

(A.11)

The rotational and translational kinetic energy densities are approximately

Crot ~  

S t r a n s  ~

I pco2
2~P~ (A. 12)

(A.13)

meaning their ratio scales as

g r o t  ■ w 2 co2v2 fh(k)k  1V  2
------------------  r v  -----------  r v  ------------ r v  --------------------  r v  ( Vr.

g t r a n s  Zc2 O4 X e /
(A.14)

From this crude estimate, we do not expect the cascade of kinetic helicity from 

large to small scales to produce any enhancement of power in vorticity relative to

power in the overall flow.
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EXPECTED HELICITY FLUX IN MDI HI-RES FOV
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In Chapter 4, .we derived an expression, equation (4.9) for the average mutual 

helicity flux, in terms, of an “average relative rotation rate” H of two fluxes, i and 

j ,  about each other. We then wrote an expression for this average relative rotation 

rate in Cartesian geometry, to approximate the surface of the Sun imaged in the 

MDI hi res field of view. Rewriting that result, from equation (4.23), we found

iMDI

- I
A2

' j  a (Vj-Vi)(Vxiyj ) -Vx(Vi))
 ̂ (%j-%i)2 +  (%/;-W)2

( % '  -  Z / i )J  dAi J  dA0 ^  +  ^  _  y ^ 2

x y±_
R q

O0 +  ^2 ( j f -
K q

+ D4
Vj

<1 -
Vi

R q

4-\

(B-I)

In this appendix, we evaluate the integrals appearing in this expression.

The limits of integration on (%%, %) and (xj, yj) correspond to the MDI FOV 

in each data set. Full-frame images extend from approximately IO0S to 30°W, 

20°£' to 20°W; our data sets contain partial frame images. Since all gradients 

in the velocity are in the vertical direction in the tangent plane approximation, 

we can assume the limits in the horizontal direction are symmetric about zero, 

{xi,Xj} G [-QRq, aR0]- We assume the limits in the vertical direction are not 

symmetric about the equator, Iyi, % }  G [-ZjR0 , cR q \. In this notation, we find the
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area A  to be

[•Rod ' r+RQC
A =  dx dy (B.2)J-RQa J—R̂ b

— R q(Zcl) (c + b) . (B.3)

The maximum upper limit in any FOV for the y integrals is roughly 30°V, or 

9 =  60°. To simplify the y integrations, we expand

Since the greatest discrepancy between the exact and approximated answers will 

occur at the highest value of or 30°A/", and y = R e /2 there, this approxi

mation introduces an error with an upper bound of |.875 — .866|/.866c± 1%. . 

Adopting “sum and difference” coordinates, in units of the solar radius R q ,

Vt =  -Er(Vj -Vi )  (B.5)
-triQ.

and

y =  +  2/i)> ' (B.6)
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and similarly for a% and Xj, we have

S „ di =  ^  J d x 'j d ^ j d y ’J d y ^ L - ^  

x ( i t k y y '  +  S l i y y 1( Q y ) 2 + (y ' )2) j  

-  ( s io yy ' + ^ fW to)2 + ( V f ) S i i i e y S 1 + Sy3M 3 + ^W)4))

= + S)2 I dx'M dv'! d%')2 + M 2
x ■ ^(Q0 +  2Q,2)yy' +  ( -%  +  ^^)y{y')z +  (% +  2n4)y3y/

+  ^4(6yV  +  5y3(y')3 + ^y(y')4)) • (B.7.)

As the determinant of the transformation matrix relating the coordinate systems 

is unity, we have simply replaced

dxi J  dyi J  dxj J  dyj W  J  dx' J  dy' J  dx J  dy (B.8)

in equation (B.7). The limits of integration, however, require special treatment, 

as they are not independent in sum and difference coordinates. Instead, the upper 

and lower limits are

Xu = +x' / 2  +  a
Xu = —x1 /2 ~  u

for x '  6 [-2a , 0], (13.9)
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and

for x' G [0, +2a],
Xxj =  —x'/2 +  a

Xj, = +X1 /2 — 0,
(B.10)

for y' e [-(c+ '6),0], <

for y' G [0,+(c + &)], <

Vu = + 2/7 2 + c 

Ul  =  -2/72 -  6

= -2/7^ +  c

= +2/72 -  b

(B .ll)

(B.12)

The final term in the integrand in equation (B.7) contains sixth-order products 

of y and y', two powers higher than the next highest terms. In the following 

calculations, we neglect these higher-order terms, which should introduce a relative 

error, compared to the leading order terms, on the order of (max{6, c})4 — (I)4 = 

.0625. We then have

M D I (2a)2 (c +  b)‘

where we have defined

Ci  — (Q,q +  2Q2) (B.14)
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C2  — ( -%  + ^ 4 ) (B.15)

Since the x  integration is trivial, we treat it first. Breaking the domain of integra

tion for x' into negative and positive regions, we have

/ .
x '/2+a  

x'12—a
dx — X1 + 2a (B.16)

arid
- X 1 /2-\-ar -x \

Jx'/2-
—X1 +  2a (B.17)

Because the odd power of x' flips sign, and the even power does not, the integrations 

over each interval are identical. Hence, we can integrate x' on either interval and 

multiply the result by two.

In y, we have two integrals, over y and y3,

Vu

Vl
(B.18)

and

(B.19)

We now break the y' integration into two parts, one on [-(c+b),0] and the other 

on [0,(c+b)]. Considering the two integrals from the negative y' interval first, we
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have

y'(c - b )  + (c2 -  b2) (B.20)

+ ^ ( c  -  &) +  -  6 ") +  2(%/)(c3 T- 6 ") +  -  6 "). (B.21)

In the positive y' interval,

yu

VL
V U

VL
- ^ { 0  -  &) +  -  62) -  2(y')(c3 -  6=) +  (c‘ -  b%

(B.22)

(B.23)

As with the x' integral, odd powers of y' flip signs, and even powers do not; hence, 

the contributions from the two intervals combine. Grouping terms and rewriting • 

equation (B.13), we have

4l, r^a /•(c+6) I

4o2(c Jo d z '(2 a -z ')^  ^'(%')2 +  (y)2

x ( C i(^ T (y (c  -  6) +  (c= -  6 )̂) +  ( W ) V f c  -  6) +  -  6'))

+ 2%T(1(%/T(c -  &) + ^3(?/f (e' -  6=) + 2(y)(e= -  6̂ ) + (ê  -  6̂ ))
I. f>2a /'(c+6)

dx'(2a — x') I dy'-
a2(c +  b)2 Jo ^  x Jo (x1)2 +  (y')2

x ( Q (e -  6 )(y )' +  C V  -  6 ^)(?/T +  Cgfc -  6 )(2/T  +  Qfe^ -  6 ^)(2/T

(B.24)

+  Q fc  -  6)(i/T +  -  6^)(?/T +  4 C V  -  6=)(y) .̂ +  2 C V  -  6') W )') (B-25)i 2 \ / „  , / \ 4



I /12o f { c + b )  X ■ '
=  d% '(2a_z'){

x ^(CfI (c2 — ^2) +  2C,2(c4.— b4))(y')2 +  (4(72 (c3.— 63)-+ (7i(c — b))(y')3 

+  4C2(c2 — b2)(y'Y +  2C2(c — 6)(t/,)5j  (B.26)

=  _ a2(c +  6)2 _  ^2) +  ^ ( c 4 -  &4))(I) +  (4C2(c3 -  &3) +  C1 (c -  6))(I!)

+ 402^  -  6^(111) + 2C2(c -  &)(iy)5)

— ((C1 (c2 — 62) +  2C2(c4 — 64))(y) +  (4C2(c3 — b3) +  C1(c — 6)) (VI)

+  4C2(c2 -  62) +  (VII) +  2C2(c -  6)(VIII))1 , (B.27)

where we have used the following definitions in place of the eight x' and y' inte
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grations,

I

II

III

IV  

V

VI

VII

J  dx' J  dy' 
J  dx' J  dy‘ 
J  dx' J  dy'

i\2(y')
(2')2 -l-(2/')2

,, ' ( y ?
(V)2 +  (y' )2

( y T
(v)2 + (v)2

(%')"

dx' J  dy' 
dx' J  dy

, ' (3') (%')4

, (3')(%')2
(v)2 + (v)2 

, (%')(%'): 
(v)2 + (v)2

S dx'S dv (X'Y + w
dx' J  dy'

(V)2 +  (V)'

(B.28)

(B.29)

(B.30)

(B.31)

(B.32)

(B.33)

(B.34)

(B.35)V III
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These integrals are easily computed by transforming from cartesian to polar 

coordinates, x' = rs in ^  and y' =  r  cos Recalling that x' e [0,2a] and y' e 

[0, c +  6], we see 4> G [0,7r/2], and r G [0, rmax(V>)]. Defining

0o.= tan ^
6 +  c 

2a )

we have

c(^)
COS 0

6+c
sin

0 G [0, 0o]

0 G [0O,7r/2]

(B.36)

(B.37)

Treating the integrals in order, we have,

I L 7 1 - / 2 ’7-max (</>) r 3 sin2 0

(2a) 0° ,, sin2 0 (2a)2 r71"/2
2  Jo +  —  I  ^

(tan (60 -  ^0) +  -  ^0) ;

JJ
=  L

7rZ2 Z’7-max(0) T-4 sin3 0d d )  /  d r ----------- r — —-

o /o 
3(2a) r<po

/  <20Jo
sin3 0 (& +  c)3 /'7rZ2

O I - T  3  , +  - ------I <203 7o cosd 0 3 - 7 0 o

 ̂ 2  ̂ (g tan^ 0o +  In (cos 0O)) +  -— ^ -(-tt — 0Q) ;
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I I I  =
/•71 -/2 rJa î L

(2a)4

T m ax (i/>) T-5 sin4 (h
dr-----r-^-

o
/^0 ,,s in 4 )̂ (6 +  c)4

4 .7 0  # ^  + _ 4“
r i r / 2

Jrfi0 dtp

' 4  ̂ ^Stan3 _  (tan _  ^o)) +  ----^ - (-T T  -  (Pq) ;

/ y “ l
7rZ2 /Tmaxto r 5 sin5 

dd> I dr------—
r z

(2%)
O 70

5 /^o sin5 ^ (6 + c)5 /17rZ2
-  / dtp— — + — - / dtp

O Jo C O S 6  P O Jrfi0

^ y - tan4<f>0 -  ( i  tan2 </>0 +  ln(cos^0))) + ^o)

y
=  L

7rZ2 /-rmax(0) r 4 sin2 t b  cos cb
d p  / d r---------5-------o 7o r2

3 41̂o sin2 0 (6 +  c)3 /17rZ2  ,  ,cosp
d p — ST +  0  / # - r - 7• cos2, p  3 70o sin 0

(2 4 '
3 Vo 

(2a)= (b c)̂
(tan P q -  p o ) . ------- In (sin p 0 ) )  ;

V I
=  I

7rZ2 /Tmaxto r 5 sin3 p  cos p

dV o  * -------^ -------
(2a)4 r̂ o sin3 p  1 (6 +  c)4 /17rZ2 ' cos ^

4 7 0  cos3 ^ 4 Jtfi0 sin p

tan2 0o +  In (cos 0O)) -  - y p -  ln(sin 0O)) ;4
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Data Set # Image Size D mdi a b C
I 1024 x 640 4.3 x IO"5 . 2 0 .16 .57
2 500 x 1024 2.9 x !O'4 .16 - . 1 0 .55
3 1024 x 500 4.9 .x !O'4 .33 -.05 . 1 0

FULL 1024 x 1024 2.2 x IQ-7 .33 -.15 .5

Table B.l: Data Sets’ Expected Average Relative Rotation Rate. See table 3.1 for 
pointing information. Units in column three are radians/second; in columns four 
through six, units are radians.

V I I  =
Jo Jo 
(2 a ) 5 [fo j  ̂sin4

Tmaxto r 6 sin4  S cos 6 
dr-------- --------

/■00L ^ (b +  c) 5 P-kI2 cos (f)
COS4 (j) + -— [  d(j) - .J 0 o sin 0

• ^ - ( i  tan 3 0 o -  (tan 0o -  0 O)) -  In (sin 0O)) ;

V I I I  =

(2 a ) 6 [Qo ^^ sin5 0  

6  Jo ^

Tmax(0 ) r7 sin5 0  cos 0  
dr-------- --------

^  (b +  c) 6 /17rZ2  cos0  

cos5 0  6  J(I)O ^ sin 0

^ - ( ^  tan 4  0 o -  (^ tan 2  0 O +  ln(cos0 o))) -  - ^  ln(sin0 o))

We have incorporated these results into an IDL code that computes Dmdi as 

a function of the FOV parameters, {a, b, c}, for a given observation. Calculated 

values of D for relevant FOV parameters are shown in table B.l. As the data 

sets predominantly cover the northern hemisphere, the average relative rotation is 

right-handed, as expected.

' For the full field of view, Dmdi =  2.2 x 10_7 rad/s. This relatively low value
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probably results from both the vanishing differential rotation at the equator and the 

coverage of the same ~  IO0 in both hemispheres, which makes no net contribution.
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APPENDIX C

ERROR ANALYSIS

■. i
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In this appendix, we outline the methods used to do estimate the errors in our 

measurements.

Error in Total Flux

We first estimate the error in the total flux each contained in each flux element. 

We begin by assuming that the measured flux in the ith pixel deviates from the 

actual flux lI i in the zth pixel by an error

= Qi + Ci . (CU)

We then find the total flux in the element’s N  pixels to be

St* — +  ei) (0 .2)

and the total flux squared in the element’s N  pixels to be

TV _ . \  2 '

^tot =  (53 (Si +  ei)

N  _ _ N  N

53 SiSj +2 53 Siej + 53

(C.3)

We now average over an ensemble of hypothetical repetitions of the flux measure-
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ment, and denote quantities found with this operation by (...)EA, where “EA” 

reminds us that this ensemble averaging is a procedure distinct from the flux- 

weighted averaging employed to characterize the spatial distributions of measured 

fluxes. The sum of random errors averages to zero,

N

IZW nA =  0 , (C.4)

but the mean squared errors are 5-function correlated,

N  N

5Z5Z(eWEA
i j

N  N

5Z X W W ea
i 3

(C.5)

If we make the further assumption that the measurement error is identical in each 

pixel, (e?>EA =  cf2n , then

X  W ea =  W  X ( I )  =  N on , (C.6)
i i

where a^  arises from noise in the magnetogram signal. 

Then the total flux and total flux squared are then

{$tot)EA = 4,0. , (C.7)
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( ^ t O t  ) e A

. and where we assume the errors in flux and measured flux are uncorrelated, hence 

their vanishing product in the average. We then estimate the mean-square error 

in the measured flux to be

— t̂ot + 2 (^W')EA + 23 eW
id 2 3  ' v

=  ^ to t  +  ^ crW > ( C . 8 )

crI =  ( ^tot)B A  -  ( $ t o t ) E A  — Najf . (C.9)

Errors in Position and Moments

In equation (2.8), we defined the flux-weighted average position,

E f G j  '
(C.10)

and we now estimate its error due to noise in the magnetogram signal. The mean- 

square error aj  in a quantity /  that depends on N  variables zk is given by

a 2
; - E

k
d /

)
2

(C.ll)
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where is the mean-square error in zk. So the mean-square error in x  is '

a  %
Ef Gj / **

Y lEfG j (EfGj)V **
Y 'f  Xfc _  x A2 2

Gtot Gtot /

^ ] C ( X A - X%
t o t  . k

^ E ( x t  -x )2  , (C.I2)
ŷ tot k-

where, as above, we have assumed the error per pixel a%k is a constant, aN.

In fact, the estimate of the mean-square error for any flux-weighted average 

quantity,

Q E i QiGi
E j  G ,
I

Gtot
E & G i

(C.13)

(C.14)

will obey the same relation,

a 2
Q G?,t o t

E(Qfc ~ Q)2
k

(C.15)

This expression is used to- estimate the errors in F^\, , G ^ \  F ^ , and F ^
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from noise in the magnetogram signal.

We must also address the systematic error from the inaccuracy of the approxi

mations used in the routines that calculate the shape coefficients and Q W , 

since the integrals in equation (2.34) in their definition are often only crudely ap

proximated by summations over ~  100 pixels, the average size of flux elements 

(see table 3.2). To test the validity of approximating the integrals with sums of 

the pixels above threshold, the shape-finding routine was fed simulated data whose 

shape coefficients could be calculated analytically,

Btest (r, (f) =  CFo (I -  r / r test)e° +  (I -  r / r test)e2 [Cp2 cos(20) +  Cq2 sin(2^)) , (C.16)

and the calculated result was compared to the theoretical result. The value of 

rtest =  6.2 was chosen such that the object selection routine identified ~  100 pixels. 

In table C.l, we show the results of some representative examples of the runs. 

The coefficients were not normalized by the flux in the trials. For all calculated 

moments, the measured and theoretical results were found to agree to < 20 %, 

while most errors were less than 10 %. Accordingly, we assume that the shape

finding routine introduces systematic errors of 10% into our estimates of the shape 

coefficients.

The total error is the sum of the random noise and systematic errors, added in
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Trial 0,0,100,0,0 1,1,100,10,0 1,1,100,20,0 1,1,100,0,20
F f 1942/1922/.01 623/641/-.03 621/641/--.03 620/641/--.03

18 .7 /0 /- 57/64/ -  .11 119/128/—.07 ^ - 1 0 /0 / -
- 7 5 /0 / - —26/0/— - 2 6 /0 / - 105/128/-.19
37700/36900/.02 6809/7388/-.08 6771/7388/--.09 6767/7388/--.09
1587/0/- 810/739/.09 1565/1478/.06 1 9 /0 /-

C f -2 4 6 8 /0 /- -1 2 3 /0 /- -1 8 9 /0 /- 1476/1478/ ~  0

Table C.l: Shape-Finding Routine Test Results. “Measured” and analytic values 
of the shape coefficients and were calculated for different parameters in 
the test function given in equation (C.16). In the table, the parametrized values 
used in the trial runs are given in the form -{e0, e2, CFo, Cp2, Cq2 } ■ Results for 
each shape coefficient are presented as calculated/known/fractional error. In these 
trials, the coefficients were not normalized by the flux.

quadrature,

c r T O T  —  c r R A N D + OfS Y S (C.17)

Error in Mutual Helicity Flux

We now calculate the effect of random errors on the measured mutual helicity 

flux rate. Recalling equation (2.16),

J d z ( M U T )  i

— Fi—  =  > ' (o.i8)
a l  K  i

we must combine the errors in magnetic flux derived above with estimates of the 

errors in the flux elements’, tracked relative velocities. We assume timing errors are 

negligible. We note that the dependence on the relative velocities implies that any
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systematic bias in the tracked velocities will cancel in the computation of mutual 

helicity. Hence, we confine our consideration to random errors in estimating the 

flux elements’ position.

As in section 3, we first find the error in the mutual helicity flux associated 

with two fluxes, and $&, and then generalize the method to any number of pairs 

of fluxes. The first step in finding in equation (C.18) is to compute the vector 

that runs between the fluxes (from Xa to x&) at time Ii,

and similarly for A* Since experimentally-determined quantities are added to get 

Aj, the squared error in the ^-component of A i is the'sum of squared absolute 

errors in the ^-components of the average positions,

(C.19)

and the vector that links the two at ti+i, A i+1. In component notation,

(C.20)

aI i  -  aIib +  aIia i (C.21)

and similarly for a^ .
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We then used the inverse sine function, in equation (3.10), to find the angle 

#(l+1’1) between A 1 and A ^+1\

9 ('+ V )= siiri
A jA ^ 1-  A ^ 1

JAiHA*+1! (G22)

Because the inverse sine is a non-linear function,, we estimate the error in A#^+1’̂  

via equation (C .ll). To begin, we use the fact that

9 sin 1 u _  I 
du . V l -  u2

(C.23)

where, in our case,

_  A-Aj+l -  AjAH-1 
IAiIfAi+1!

=  sin ̂ b+1.*) (G.24)

meaning

I _  I 
V l -  u2 cos 0(i+1-d

(C.25)

Now we must estimate the error in u. Since we know the errors in the Ajfis from 

equation (C.21), we need only compute

SAj crAk ,
2

(G.26)
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with

A^e {A*, A*, A*+'} . . (c.27)

So, using

we have

9 sin 1 U _  I d u  

dAj cos 9Ay (C.28)

2 _ I \—' dlL ^ 2

-  cos Ag(*+hO 4 / 9 A T ^3,k 3
I ' I 

cos A^^+1’*) I A i 11 A i+11
A i A « - A ‘A « Ajy
-------------------------A1 Cta,;X

+

+

Aj+1

A* -

IAi I
AlAm  -  Ai Am -

x  y y~x Ai+i
4aS crAi+!'| A m  |

A i+ A- Av : , 5 A^ A ^ V ^ ,|A<+i|
, , A - A ^ - A - A W

+  I +  I ̂  I “ 2/

(G.29)

(C.30)

Since we ignore timing errors, dividing the derived angular displacement by the 

tirrie interval At^+1’̂  =  ti+1 — ti introduces no new errors, and

n w )  _ (C.31)
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with

CTs7Ci+!,i) =  • (C.32)

Since the mutual helicity flux is the product of each element’s flux and the 

derived angular velocity, the squared error in the mutual helicity flux per pair of 

fluxes from noise is the sum of squared relative errors in the fluxes and velocity,

(  VdHabld t \2 _  (V$a\ 2 , [ tjSbS2 , /CTfi(H-V)V
KiĤ Jdt) ~ IirJ + Iwl + VfpnvJ

Having estimated the error in mutual helicity flux arising from noise in our data, 

we next estimate the systematic error in our calculations of the mutual helicity flux. 

The routine used to calculate the helicity flux has been tested using simulated data 

sets in which two identical flux elements of known flux moved relative to each other, 

in three trials. In all the trials, one flux element remained stationary at the origin. 

In trial #  I, the second flux element rotated tt radians about the origin in the right- 

hand sense. In trial #  2, it moved in a straight line past (but not through) the 

origin, equivalent to a right-hand rotation by t t  radians. In trial #  3 it moved in a 

straight line away from the origin. The time-integrated helicity flux in the first two 

trials should be the negative of the product of the fluxes, and should vanish in the 

third trial. Results of the runs are presented in table C.2, where the helicity flux 

is expressed in “flux normalized” units, i.e., =  — (Oq6A4) / t t . In the
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Figure C.l: Tests of Mutual Helicity Finder. Three tests were performed on the 
routine used to calculate the mutual helicity flux: I) right-hand rotation about 
origin; 2) motion past origin; 3) motion away from origin. There is a flux of 
helicity in the first two cases, while there is none in the third case.

Trial Measured ATl/(QaQb) Theoretical % Error
#  I. Rotation -.90 -1.0 10 %
#  2. Motion Past -.93 -1.0 7%
#  3. Motion Away 2 x IQ-" 0.0 - 0  %

Table C.2: Mutual Helicity Flux Routine Test Results. Measured and analytic 
values of the flux-normalized, time-integrated helicity flux from trials of the mu
tual helicity calculation algorithm on three simple simulated tracking runs, each 
containing two fluxes in relative motion.

first two trials, therefore, the time-integrated helicity flux should be approximately 

(—I). Evidently, the routine we use to calculate the mutual helicity flux is only 

accurate to less than 10%. Accordingly, we must include a 10 % systematic error 

in our mutual helicity flux calculations.

We use equation (C.17) to combine the random and systematic errors in the 

helicity flux for the total error in the helicity flux from each pair of fluxes.

Having found an estimate of the error in the mutual helicity flux of a pair of
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flux elements at one time step, we can write the error in the total flux of mutual 

helicity from all pairs of fluxes at that time step as

^  2 53 23 aInijZdt , (C.34)

where the factor of two arises from the double summation, and the fact that “errors 

add in quadrature.” To understand this, recall that we computed for

every (i,j) in the double summation in equation (C.18), which we added to the 

equivalent (j, i) term to get the total mutual helicity flux from each pair of flux 

elements. Since the helicity flux in a single term of the sum is half the. true helicity 

flux from the pair, the error for each (i,j) term found via equation (C.33) is half 

the true error, meaning the squared error is- one fourth the true squared error for 

that pair of fluxes. The double summation brings in one factor of 2, and we must 

multiply by another factor of 2 to get the true squared error.

This estimate of the total error from all fluxes ignores the fact that the errors in 

the mutual helicity fluxes from the different pairings are not independent, meaning 

the errors from a pair of fluxes ij might be correlated with the errors in the pair 

jk .  Such correlations, if present, might mean that our estimates of the error are

too low.
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Error in Self Helicity Flux

To calculate the self helicity flux for each flux element at each time step, we 

used equation (2.56),

. ^ ( S E L F )

dt
t ' i + l / 2

<|2

TT C + (C.35)

To estimate the error in the measured self-helicity flux, we must estimate the 

errors in the measured flow components, T, X, C, and D, as well as the errors in 

the averaged quadrupole moments.

Recall the method used to find the flow components: an SVD routine and an 

SVD-solver to invert the time series of quadrupole moments to get .the “SVD flow,” 

and then application of a relaxation algorithm. None of these processes is amenable 

to using the methods above (e.g., equation (0.11)) to estimate the errors.

Accordingly, we estimated the errors in the flow components with a Monte 

Carlo method, in which simulated data formed by adding pseudo-random varia

tions to the actual data are used to estimate the standard deviation in the result 

obtained with actual data (Press et al. 1992). To generate each simulated data 

set, we added the measured quadrupole moments at each, time step to the prod

uct of the errors determined in section C and pseudo-random noise (a sequence of 

uncorrelated numbers with mean of O and standard deviation of I ) . We then ran
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each “simulated” series of q'uadrupole moments though the entire suite of inversion 

routines -  SVD, SVD-solver, and relaxation algorithm -  to get a “simulated” re

sult. We repeated the process N  = 25 times for each flux eleihent, and calculated 

the error <j&. in each flow component bj via

aI  = _  2  ~ hj)2 > (C.36)

where bj G {T, X, C, D}, and bj is the mean of the set of flow components {bj} 

found in the simulation runs.

Having found the errors in the flow components, we can combine the errors 

in each measured quantity to get the error in the total self helicity flux. We find 

the errors in the products X F ^  and TG^p using the relative errors, in a manner 

analogous to that used in equation (C.33),

&XF 2

&TG
2

(C.37)

(C.38)

We add these errors to the error in C, and combine the result with the squared

o $ \2 
$  J

error in the squared flux,

<7$IT
2

(C.39)
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to get

. f  a d H /d t \ 2 _ 2 ( Z k ' \ 2 -+  (  a C +  cf2X F  +  a TG

V dH/dt )  U y  \ ( c  +  ( X F ^  -  TG{2 ] ) )  2

for the error in the self helicity flux.

(G.40)

To find the error, in the total self helicity flux at each time step, we combine 

the errors in the self helicity fluxes for each flux element additively, to get

(G.41)

Error in Total Helicity Flux

Finally, we can combine the errors in the mutual and self helicities to get the 

error in the total helicity flux,

O 2d H ( T O T ) / d t  ~  O 2d j J i U X S T )  /  d t  +  C^ffCSELF)/^ ■ (C.42)
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